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This thesis entails a multivariable investigation of molecular rate correlates in ray-finned
fishes through development of a bioinformatics pipeline. The pipeline first matches data for 32
ecological traits with evolutionary rate measurements of the mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase
subunit I (COI) barcode region for over 6000 fish species. Linear regression analyses are then
performed to identify those traits that contribute most to molecular rate variation, accounting for
phylogenetic non-independence. The utility of the pipeline for other researchers and the potential
for further molecular rate applications are then discussed. The results indicate that biological
traits such as age at maturity, longevity, and body size are more general predictors of fish COI
evolution rates than environmental factors such as temperature. This thesis showcases the use of
bioinformatics tools to analyze different types of biological data and emphasizes the usage of
multi-parameter studies to identify the most important sources of molecular rate variation.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Thesis outline
The objectives of this thesis are both biology and informatics based. A biological
research endeavour is undertaken to identify the most significant correlates of rates of
cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI) evolution in fishes. This will be achieved through the
development and application of an informatics pipeline that is designed to amass, filter, and
match up the considerable amount of sequence and trait data available online and perform singlevariable and multivariable analyses.
1.1.1 Chapter 1
This chapter entails a literature review of the ecological traits that have been previously
investigated as molecular rate correlates in animals and the current bioinformatics tools and
resources that may be employed for these types of analyses. In addition, this chapter will
highlight the use of a multi-parameter approach for identifying molecular rate correlates.
1.1.2 Chapter 2
This chapter presents an investigation into fish COI molecular evolution rate correlates.
Construction of a multifaceted bioinformatics pipeline allows for examination of 32 ecological
traits, obtained from Barcode of Life Data System (BOLD) (Ratnasingham & Hebert, 2007) and
FishBase (Froese & Pauly, 2017), for their influence on fish COI evolution rates. Traits related to
life history, environment and population size and structure that are thought to influence
molecular rates in organisms are included, in addition to traits that have never before been
investigated in the context of fish molecular evolution rates (e.g. diet). Sequence information
obtained using the BOLD API is processed and filtered in a streamlined fashion. Single-variable
and multivariable regression analyses are performed that account for phylogeny. Results are then
discussed in light of the evolutionary mechanisms that may be driving the observed molecular
change.
1.1.3 Chapter 3
This chapter discusses the broader implications of the results and future opportunities that
build off both the biological insights provided by this research and the bioinformatics tools that
have been developed. For instance, the potential for creating an R package will be discussed that
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will comprise components from both the bioinformatics pipeline as well as novel programming
functions that may be utilized in a variety of scientific disciplines.

1.2 Molecular rate heterogeneity
1.2.1 Biological and environmental correlates
The rate of molecular evolution has been found to vary among lineages in a variety of life
forms, ranging from bacteria to plants and animals (Bromham, 2009; Korall et al., 2010); this
variation challenges the view that the molecular clock ticks at a constant rate across different
taxonomic groups (Nabholz et al., 2008; Smith & Donoghue, 2008). Identification of the sources
of molecular rate variation provides us with a clearer understanding of major evolutionary
processes, including speciation events and genotype-to-phenotype relationships (Davies &
Savolainen, 2006; Lanfear et al., 2010). In addition, knowledge of molecular rate correlates may
be utilized to inform molecular dating techniques that are frequently used to estimate
phylogenetic relationships and the ages of important evolutionary events (Lanfear et al., 2010).
Using the amount of molecular change and a calibration point, a rate may be calculated in
terms of amount of molecular change per unit of time. However, calibration points are often
unavailable or contentious, and therefore, branch lengths (amount of molecular change
quantified as the expected number of substitutions per nucleotide site) are often analyzed;
molecular evolutionary rates may therefore be estimated in a relative sense rather than as relating
to absolute time. Molecular rates in the current study will consequently be defined as the
expected number of substitutions per nucleotide site in a DNA sequence, estimated for multiple
lineages using a large phylogeny. These values may be determined by estimating the branch
lengths of a phylogenetic tree under a certain model of DNA evolution (i.e. JC69 (Jukes &
Cantor, 1969), TN93 (Tamura & Nei, 1993), GTR (generalised time-reversible) (Tavaré, 1986)).
A variety of methods also exist to quantify how different types of evolution may manifest at the
molecular level. For example, differences in the number of synonymous, or silent, substitutions
compared to non-synonymous substitutions may be evident. In protein-coding genes,
synonymous substitutions occur more often at third codon positions, as changes at this position
are more likely to be evolutionarily silent (i.e. the encoded amino acid remains unaltered).
Conversely, non-synonymous substitutions, or substitutions at the first and second codon
positions, are more likely to result in a different encoded amino acid. The observed differences in
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these distinct types of substitutions may be linked to the underlying evolutionary mechanism. For
instance, synonymous or silent substitutions are indicative of the rate at which mutations
naturally occur in a population (i.e. the mutation rate), as they are often relatively free from the
influence of selective processes (Barrick & Lenski, 2013). The mutation rate is thus a product of
DNA copy errors, unrepaired DNA damage, and other events that contribute inaccuracies
throughout the genetic transmission process. Alternatively, non-synonymous substitutions may
be representative of the rate at which mutations are fixed in extant populations; these types of
substitutions are subject to selection pressures, as alterations in the encoded amino acids are
likely to be deleterious (or more rarely, beneficial) in nature. As such, differences in the nonsynonymous substitution rate between populations might provide insight into the selective
regimes at work, such as purifying or positive selection (Barrick & Lenski, 2013). In addition,
differences in effective population sizes might contribute to the fixation rate of non-synonymous
substitutions (i.e. smaller populations may have a higher fixation rate of these types of
substitutions; see further treatment below) (Woolfit & Bromham, 2005; Woolfit, 2009).
Researchers may thus quantify evolutionary change in diverse ways, and these distinct types of
information may lend insight into the importance of certain mechanisms relative to others in a
group of organisms.
Molecular rate heterogeneity has been increasingly attributed to differences in the
biological and environmental traits of organisms (Lanfear et al., 2010). The heterogeneity may
be due to the influences of these traits on the mutation rate. For instance, Rohde’s (1992)
evolutionary speed hypothesis (ESH) suggests that an elevation in the environmental temperature
of an organism leads to accelerated generation times, and thus a larger number of mutagenic
events. A correlation between latitude (as a proxy for temperature) and molecular rate has been
reported by studies on plants (Wright et al., 2006), mammals (Gillman et al., 2009), and turtles
(Lourenço et al., 2013) but was unsupported by studies on birds (Bromham & Cardillo, 2003)
and lizards and snakes (Rolland et al., 2016). In vertebrate groups, larger bodied organisms have
been found to display slower molecular rates relative to smaller bodied organisms (Martin &
Palumbi, 1993; Bromham et al., 1996). Among the hypotheses that attempt to explain this
relationship is the generation time effect (Ohta 1993; Li et al., 1996). Smaller organisms, which
often have faster generation times (and rates of genome replication) relative to larger organisms,
are theorized to exhibit an increase in the number of DNA copy errors per unit of time (Thomas
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et al., 2010; Weller & Wu, 2015); this hypothesis presumes that germ-line divisions occur at a
constant rate across species (Ohta 1993; Li et al., 1996). The generation time effect has been
observed in invertebrates (Thomas et al., 2010), mammals (Bromham et al., 1996) and birds
(Mooers & Harvey, 1994). Mass-specific metabolic rate has also been implicated as a causal
mechanism behind the body size effect (Gillooly et al., 2005). The metabolic rate hypothesis
proposes that smaller organisms, as a result of their faster mass-specific metabolic rates, will
produce elevated amounts of oxygen radicals relative to larger organisms (Martin & Palumbi,
1993; Gillooly et al., 2005). An increase in DNA-damaging oxygen radicals bestows an increase
in mutagenic events (Cooke et al. 2003; Martin & Palumbi, 1993; Lanfear et al., 2007).
However, a comprehensive study of 156 metazoan species pairs completed by Lanfear et al.
(2007) found no support for basal metabolic rate as a correlate of molecular evolution in animals;
by contrast, a more recent study suggested that active metabolic rate is correlated with rates in
poison frogs (Santos, 2012), and the relevance of basal vs. active metabolic rates remains an area
for further exploration. Furthermore, the mitochondrial theory of aging postulates a link between
free oxygen radical production and senescence in animals (Harman, 1956). A selective
hypothesis derived from this theory suggests that animals with longer life spans harbour a
stronger selective pressure against mtDNA mutations compared to animals with shorter life
spans (Harman, 1956; Nabholz et al., 2008).
Traits that serve as proxies for effective population size (i.e. habitat), and that are thought
to contribute to the fixation rate of mutations that are nearly selectively neutral in a population of
individuals (Ohta, 1992; Woolfit, 2009), have also been investigated (Woolfit & Bromham,
2005; Fujisawa et al., 2015). Smaller populations (i.e. island populations) are thought to be more
influenced by genetic drift and less so by selection, resulting in a higher rate of fixation of
slightly deleterious mutations, or non-synonymous substitutions, compared to larger populations
(i.e. mainland populations) (Woolfit & Bromham, 2005; Woolfit, 2009). Traits such as limited
dispersal ability (e.g. in flightless (Mitterboeck & Adamowicz, 2013) or lotic (Fujisawa et al.
2015) populations of insects) can also result in smaller, subdivided populations that are more
susceptible to the effects of genetic drift and the fixation of slightly deleterious mutations
(Woolfit & Bromham, 2005; Ikeda et al., 2012; Mitterboeck & Adamowicz, 2013). Regardless,
much speculation still exists in the literature about the relative importance of these traits and
whether their effects are universal across the tree of life.
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1.2.2 Rate heterogeneity in fishes
Due to their ectothermic nature, the metabolic rates of fishes are positively correlated
with environmental temperature (Clarke & Johnston, 1999); as a result, fishes are expected to
exhibit faster molecular rates in warmer environments (Rohde, 1992; Wright et al., 2011). This
theorization has been supported by recent studies on fish molecular rate correlates. For instance,
Wright et al. (2011) utilized a sister pair approach and found elevated rates of mitochondrial
molecular evolution in teleost fishes residing in warmer environments relative to to fishes in
cooler environments. In support of Gillooly et al. (2005)’s mass-specific metabolic rate
hypothesis, Estabrook et al. (2007) found that substitution rates of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)
were linked to the environmental temperature, body size, and metabolic rate of cyprinid fishes
residing in North America. Interestingly, the metabolic rate of scombroid fishes, such as tuna and
billfishes, is positively linked with their body size across species in this group - an abnormal
association in the animal kingdom (Qui et al., 2014). Qui et al. (2014) utilized this relationship to
investigate the relative importance of body size and metabolic rate as molecular rate correlates.
Intriguingly, both metabolic rate and body size exhibited significant and negative associations
with substitution rates; their results thereby provide evidence for the body size effect, but not the
metabolic rate hypothesis, in scombroid fishes (Qui et al., 2014). Additional traits that serve as
proxies for metabolic rate have also been investigated. For instance, Strohm et al. (2015)
investigated the effects of lifestyle on fish molecular evolution rate. The authors found that fish
species with more sedentary lifestyles, such as anglerfish and eels, exhibited higher levels of
non-synonymous mutations in 13 mitochondrial protein-coding genes compared to highperformance species, such as scombroid fishes (Strohm et al., 2015). These results are indicative
of stronger purifying selection for metabolic-associated protein function in high-performance
species (Strohm et al., 2015), and emphasize the importance of evaluating different measures of
molecular evolution to assist in identifying the underlying mechanisms behind such change.
Other groups of fishes with distinctive life history traits have also been investigated to ascertain
molecular rate correlates. For example, Hua et al. (2015) found mutation rates in the mtDNA of
rockfish (Sebastes) to be inversely associated with longevity. The authors suggest that mutations
in mtDNA are selected against in long-lived rockfish species in order to diminish the
accumulation of oxidative damage to the mitochondria (Hua et al., 2015). Considering the
number of factors that have been implicated as drivers of fish molecular evolution, a study that
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incorporates a multitude of environmental and biological traits at a larger phylogenetic scale is
warranted.
1.2.3 A multivariable approach
Although diverse molecular rate correlates have been investigated in a number of
different organisms, the majority of research has focused on the investigation of a single trait or
parameter (i.e. latitude, generation time). However, a recent study completed by Bromham et al.
(2015) utilized a multi-parameter model to reveal that shorter plants exhibit higher synonymous
substitution rates compared to taller plants, in mitochondrial and chloroplast genes. The authors
suggest that this may be a result of the slower growth rate and reduced number of copy errors per
unit of time in taller plants. Interestingly, the authors also found evidence that plants residing at
lower latitudes exhibit elevated rates of non-synonymous substitutions in chloroplast genes
compared to plants found at higher latitudes (Bromham et al., 2015). Fujisawa et al. (2015)
performed a multivariate analysis on the molecular evolution correlates of cytochrome c oxidase
subunit 1 (COI) in water beetles using a whole-tree approach and found that habitat type
bestowed a more significant impact on substitution rate relative to both latitude and habitat
occupancy. Interestingly, the influence of habitat type on substitution rate was only observed on
the first two codon positions. These results may therefore be indicative of smaller effective
population sizes in lotic (flowing water) species giving rise to higher fixation rates of nonsynonymous substitutions, as lotic species exhibited faster rates relative to lentic (still water)
species (Fujisawa et al., 2015).
Studies that utilize a multivariable model are able to quantify the unique effects of
numerous traits on the variation in substitution rates, while adjusting for the effects of other
variables in the model. These types of models may thereby provide insight into the most
important correlates of molecular evolution in a group of organisms. The small number of
studies currently in the literature that investigate multiple traits, in conjunction with their
intriguing results, necessitates the need for additional multivariable studies. These studies are
required at a broader scale phylogenetically to assess the generality of trait effects and in regards
to analyzing a larger number of biological and environmental traits in new taxonomic groups.
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1.3 Bioinformatics tools for rate studies
1.3.1 Comparative methods
Comparative approaches are often used to identify correlates of molecular evolution, as
species may differ in certain life history traits and provide opportunity for direct comparisons of
molecular evolution rates. However, investigating related species presents a caveat, as they often
share life history traits due to a common evolutionary history; as a result, they are statistically
non-independent (Symonds & Blomberg, 2014). A number of approaches have been designed to
account for this shared phylogeny; among these is the sister pair method. The sister pair method
is a relatively simple technique that identifies pairs of sister species and utilizes the differences in
their molecular rates and life history traits as independent data points (Lanfear et al., 2010). This
technique does not require use of a full phylogenetic tree, and the data may be tested using nonparametric statistics (i.e. binomial tests, Wilcoxon signed rank test). However, the sample size is
often limited, as not every species may be successfully paired with a sister taxon (Lanfear et al.,
2010). Another method that is increasingly used is phylogenetic generalized least squares, or
PGLS, which incorporates the evolutionary history of species into the estimation of the
regression model parameters (Grafen, 1989; Freckleton et al., 2002). As such, PGLS requires a
well-resolved phylogenetic tree to ascertain the degree of non-independence present in the
species data. However, PGLS is not limited by pair selection and is capable of analyzing a much
larger sample size compared to the sister pair method (Lanfear et al., 2010). PGLS may be
utilized in studies to ascertain the relationship between multiple life history traits (continuous
and/or categorical) and a continuous response variable (i.e. relative substitution rates) when a
whole-tree approach is used (Lanfear et al., 2010; Symonds & Blomberg, 2014). Ultimately, a
variety of methods are utilized for determining molecular rate correlates in organisms, and the
method that is most appropriate depends on the goals of the researcher and the resources
available to them.
The implementation of comparative approaches into a programming environment such as
R enables users to perform large-scale investigations into molecular rate correlates. Moreover,
the development of R packages that include functions for performing multiple sequence
alignments, estimating phylogenetic trees, and conducting statistical analyses that account for
phylogeny are on the rise. For instance, the R package “caper” (Orme et al., 2013) includes the
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function pgls, which performs a PGLS regression; the user need only provide a dataframe of
response and predictor variables and a phylogenetic tree. The process of tree building may also
be performed in R. For example, a user may build a maximum likelihood estimated tree using the
functions pml and optim.pml from the R package “phangorn” (Schliep, 2011). Still, other
command line programs for tree building may be preferable for more extensive datasets. For
example, the program RAxML (Stamatakis, 2014) estimates phylogenetic trees using maximum
likelihood and is specifically designed for handling large datasets. RAxML also includes options
for partitioning alignment data and imposing a backbone topological constraint during the treebuilding process (Stamatakis, 2014). Considering the surge of sequence and life history trait data
currently available online, the implementation of bioinformatics tools such as these provides
opportunity for comprehensive rates studies at broad phylogenetic scales.
1.3.2 DNA barcoding and the Barcode of Life Data Systems database
DNA barcoding projects provide researchers access to large quantities of standardized
sequence data. The process of DNA barcoding entails the examination of a 648 bp region of the
cytochrome c oxidase subunit I gene (COI) for the purpose of identifying specimens to species
level in animals (Hebert et al., 2003). The Barcode of Life Data System (BOLD) provides access
to millions of COI barcode sequences, collected from species from around the world
(Ratnasingham & Hebert, 2007). BOLD allows users to analyze, store, and upload DNA barcode
sequences for public use (Ratnasingham & Hebert, 2007). In addition to sequence data, BOLD
specimen records include information about where the DNA sequence was collected as well as
pictures of the specimen in many cases. Sequences that are uploaded to BOLD must also meet
certain criteria to be formally accepted as a “BARCODE”. For example, they must be at least
500 bp in length and include GPS and collection record information (Ratnasingham & Hebert,
2007). However, some sequence records on BOLD may lack this type of information, contain
potential contaminants, or may be derived from a pseudogene - it is the duty of the project
participants to ensure that uploaded data upholds certain standards (Ratnasingham & Hebert,
2007); users of the public data should thus be mindful of the quality of the data prior to
conducting analysis for their own research.
The Barcode Index Number (BIN) system is used by BOLD to cluster COI barcode
sequences into groups of sequences, or molecular operational taxonomic units (MOTUs; Floyd et
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al. 2002), that strongly correspond with species-level classifications (Ratnasingham & Hebert,
2013). BINs are created through utilization of a refined single linkage (RESL) clustering
algorithm, a process that entails sequence alignment and the establishment of MOTU boundaries
by use of single linkage clustering, Markov clustering, and the Silhouette index. Each BIN is
then appointed a unique identifier (“BIN URI”) (Ratnasingham & Hebert, 2013). As such,
studies that utilize sequence data extracted from BOLD may utilize BINs as a proxy for species.
This type of relationship is particularly useful for studies that investigate phylogenetic inference
of barcode data.
The use of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) to investigate molecular correlates is
widespread. Among the reasons for its prevalence in this type of research is its maternal
inheritance. This implies that the complete mtDNA genome acts as a distinct locus, isolated from
the effects of recombination, and whereby all of its nucleotide sites are descended from a
common ancestor; this characteristic of mtDNA greatly simplifies intraspecific analysis of
genetic data (Galtier et al., 2009b). Moreover, as the functions of mitochondrial genes that
encode for proteins are related to metabolism, they are subjected to purifying selection
(Meiklejohn et al., 2007; Pentinsaari et al., 2016). COI itself is a part of the cytochrome C
oxidase protein (COX), an integral enzyme in the electron transport chain. These attributes, in
addition to its hypermutability relative to nuclear DNA (Brown et al., 1979), render mtDNA an
important tool for estimating population histories and evolutionary relationships among species
(Nabholz et al., 2008). Ventures to identify and understand the sources of variation of mtDNA
molecular evolution rates are thus imperative in order to properly implement mtDNA as a
genetic marker in biodiversity studies (Nabholz et al., 2008).
The COI region has been investigated in molecular rate studies due to its increasing
availability as a result of DNA barcoding ventures. A number of studies have examined
molecular rate heterogeneity in COI in a wide variety of taxonomic groups using records
obtained from BOLD. For example, Young and Hebert (2015) examined DNA barcode
sequences collated from 4177 arachnid species and found considerable variation in amino acid
substitution rates and the presence of indels across lineages. More recently, Lavinia et al. (2016)
examined 2800 DNA barcode sequences obtained from BOLD and 2100 cytochrome b
sequences obtained from GenBank and found that COI exhibited a molecular rate 14% slower
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than that of cytochrome b in birds; moreover, the authors found that a substantial amount of
molecular rate variation exists for COI both within and across bird orders (Lavinia et al., 2016).
Evidently, the advent of DNA barcoding and large, well-maintained databases such as BOLD
engenders opportunities for studies of molecular evolutionary rates in many groups of taxa.
1.3.3 Fishes as a study group
Fishes were one of four animal groups utilized to demonstrate the strong performance of
the RESL algorithm to create BINs on BOLD (Ratnasingham & Hebert, 2013), suggesting that
BINs are an accurate proxy for species in this group of animals. Moreover, the Fish Barcode of
Life (FISH-BOL) campaign, whose aim is to construct a global library of fish DNA barcode data
(Ward et al., 2009), has collated a considerable amount of Actinopterygii (“ray-finned fishes”)
barcode sequence data on BOLD (~140,000 published COI sequences and 11,000 Actinopterygii
species represented; June 15th, 2017). The availability of a large dataset for a model taxon of the
BIN system presents an unprecedented opportunity for a multivariable analysis of the correlates
of mtDNA evolution in a group of organisms.
An increasing amount of life history trait data is available online in regulated databases
for a variety of taxonomic groups (i.e. mammals (PanTHERIA (Jones et al., 2009)), plants (TRY
(Kattge et al., 2011)). FishBase is one such database that harbours life history trait data for over
30,000 fish species (Froese & Pauly, 2017). Trait data related to ecosystem, ecology,
morphology, and diet are available and easily accessible for users. These types of data are
imperative for studies related to ecology, fisheries science, and conservation (Patrick et al.,
2014), and a database that maintains such information also provides opportunities for research on
molecular rate correlates in fishes. To facilitate such studies, an R package (“rfishbase”)
(Boettiger et al., 2012) is available that allows a user to download thousands of trait data into the
R environment based on a list of species names. rfishbase provides trait data in an easy-to-use
dataframe (table) format, which simplifies the design of multi-parameter studies in a variety of
research areas. For example, studies have used this package to perform research related to the
relationship between body size and depth (Mindel et al., 2016), species richness estimations
(Price et al., 2015), and community composition and diversity in tidepool environments (Bezerra
et al., 2017). A myriad of opportunities for studies that incorporate species trait data is provided
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by FishBase and its companion R package, and an enquiry into the most important molecular rate
correlates in fishes should be no exception.
1.3.4 Significance
The following chapter entails one of the largest and most comprehensive multivariable
studies ever undertaken on rate correlates in a group of animals: COI sequence data for over
6000 fish species are matched with data for 32 biological and environmental traits. A plethora of
novel insights into the most important COI molecular rate correlates in fishes may be garnered
from a study of such a large scale. In addition, a multifaceted bioinformatics pipeline may be
adapted by other researchers to investigate additional ecological traits and perform
supplementary analyses on DNA barcode sequence data. Ultimately, this thesis provides both
novel research contributions and accessible programming tools to the disciplines of molecular
evolution and bioinformatics.
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Chapter 2: The effects of ecological traits on the rate of molecular
evolution in ray-finned fishes: a multivariable approach
2.1 Abstract
Myriad environmental and biological traits have been investigated for their roles in
influencing the rate of molecular evolution. However, most studies have focused on a single
ecological trait, while controlling for additional factors in an informal way, generally by
excluding taxa. The public availability of DNA barcode sequence data, in conjunction with
online trait databases, provides the opportunity to perform a more comprehensive study that
considers the effects of multiple traits at a broader phylogenetic scale and in a multi-parameter
context. This study utilized a dataset comprised of cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI) barcode
sequences from over 6000 bony fish species to investigate the effects of 32 biological and
environmental traits on molecular evolutionary rates. A bioinformatics pipeline was constructed
to manipulate and assemble both DNA barcode data retrieved from the BOLD API and trait data
obtained from FishBase. Results from our regression analyses, accounting for phylogeny,
revealed COI molecular evolutionary rates to correlate most significantly with traits such as
generation time, body size, and longevity. These results provide evidence for the importance of
life history COI rate correlates in fishes relative to environmental factors such as temperature,
while also showcasing the efficacy of using bioinformatics tools to assemble and analyze
biological information obtained from different online databases.

2.2 Introduction
Heterogeneity in molecular evolutionary rates has been observed in a variety of
taxonomic groups, challenging the assumptions of a strict and universal molecular clock
(Bromham & Penny, 2003; Galtier et al., 2009a). Endeavours to identify the sources of
molecular rate variation have implicated a plethora of ecological traits as potential correlates.
These traits include the biological attributes of a species (e.g. body size (Martin & Palumbi,
1993), metabolic rate (Gillooly et al., 2005), generation time (Thomas et al., 2010)) and
environmental factors (e.g. latitude (Wright et al., 2011), UV exposure (Hebert et al., 2002;
Smith et al., 1992)), which are theorized to impact the rate of mutation over time. Alternatively,
factors that influence the effective population size of a species (e.g. habitat (Woolfit, 2009) and
associated traits such as dispersal ability (e.g. Fujisawa et al., 2015)) are suggested to affect the
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fixation rate of substitutions. However, these factors are often highly correlated in vertebrate
groups; for instance, smaller organisms more often have larger effective population sizes,
accelerated metabolic rates, and quicker generation times (Thomas et al., 2010). Despite this,
studies of molecular rate correlates often only investigate a single trait or correlate, and only a
limited number of studies (e.g. Nabholz et al., 2008, Bromham et al., 2015, Fujisawa et al., 2015)
have considered the effects of multiple traits. The investigation of multiple traits in a concurrent
fashion may facilitate the identification of important correlates and assist in deciphering the
unique influences of traits by accounting for the effects of other variables.
The use of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) as a molecular marker is widespread in
phylogenetic and population-level studies owing in part to its maternal inheritance, lack of
recombination events, and its increased propensity for mutagenic events relative to nuclear DNA
(Brown et al., 1979; Nabholz et al., 2008; Galtier et al., 2009b). As a result, the correlates of
mtDNA molecular rates are frequently investigated in the literature. Indeed, life-history
characteristics of species, including body size (Nabholz et al., 2016) and longevity (Nabholz et
al., 2008; Welch et al., 2008), have been observed to influence mtDNA molecular rates in
vertebrates. In addition, mitochondrial genes encode for proteins that are involved in vital
metabolic processes and are therefore thought to be subject to purifying selection (Meiklejohn et
al., 2007; Pentinsaari et al., 2016). Studies have also found evidence that groups of organisms
with less energetically demanding lifestyles exhibit a relaxation of purifying selection, compared
to those species with energetically expensive lifestyles (e.g. flight-capable vs. flightless insect
lineages (Mitterboeck & Adamowicz, 2013), fast-swimming vs. sedentary lifestyles in fishes
(Strohm et al., 2015)). As such, important insight may be garnered from the use of mtDNA in
molecular rate studies, regarding different mechanisms of evolution (i.e. mutation rate vs.
selection).
A standardized region of mtDNA, cytochrome c oxidase subunit 1 (COI), has been
employed as a marker for identifying specimens to species (Hebert et al., 2003). DNA barcoding
projects offer opportunities for large-scale multivariable studies of molecular rate correlates; as
of June 15th, 2017 over 5.4 million COI barcode sequences are currently available on the
Barcode of Life Data (BOLD) Systems (Hebert et al., 2003; Ratnasingham & Hebert, 2007), and
over 178,000 animal species are represented. The Fish Barcode of Life (FISH-BOL) initiative
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(Ward et al., 2009) to barcode all fish species has amassed a considerable amount of
Actinopterygii (“ray-finned fishes”) sequence data on BOLD: over 140,000 sequences are
available for over 11,000 species as of June 15th, 2017. Moreover, ample amounts of ecological
trait data are available for fishes on the online database FishBase (Froese & Pauly, 2017). Fish
harbour a considerable amount of trait variation across multiple levels of taxonomy, both in
terms of their biological features as well as the underwater environments that they inhabit
(Venkatesh, 2003; Betancur-R et al., 2015). Recent studies have implicated latitude (Wright et
al., 2011), lifestyle (i.e. high-performance vs. more sedentary species) (Strohm et al., 2015),
longevity (Hua et al., 2015), and body size (Qui et al., 2014) as important correlates of molecular
evolution rates in certain fish groups. Considering these intriguing results and the diverse nature
of these organisms, a broader-scale analysis is warranted that takes advantage of the large
amounts of curated data available for fishes online. Such a study could also test whether trends
observed in specific fish groups are prevalent at a more general phylogenetic scale.
To perform a broad-scale analysis on molecular rate correlates, an approach must be used
to account for the shared evolutionary history (and statistical non-independence) of related
species. A commonly used approach is the sister pair method, which pairs together two sister
taxa that contrast in a certain trait and quantifies the relative distances of each sister taxon to an
outgroup species (Lanfear et al., 2010). This approach is used often in studies that examine the
effects of a singular trait (e.g. latitude (Gillman et al., 2009; Wright et al., 2011)). However, its
design is limited to the investigation of those pairs which comprise two distinct species, but
which have not diverged to the extent that they suffer exorbitantly from the effects of transitional
saturation. Phylogenetic generalized least squares (PGLS) is an alternative method for
accounting for phylogeny. PGLS models incorporate the evolutionary history of a group of
species into the estimation of the parameters of a regression model (Grafen, 1989). The use of
PGLS has become increasingly common in the realm of molecular rate studies as its design
allows for the analysis of both larger sample sizes and a larger number of explanatory variables
or traits (Lanfear et al., 2010).
The aim of the current study is to investigate a broad array of biological traits and
environmental factors and quantify their relative contribution towards molecular rate variation in
fishes using a multivariable approach. At the core of this study is a multifaceted bioinformatics
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pipeline that assembles both sequence and trait data from BOLD (Ratnasingham & Hebert, 2007)
and FishBase (Froese & Pauly, 2017) to perform a multivariable PGLS analysis. The effects of
previously investigated traits (e.g. body size, latitude, longevity) and traits whose influence on
molecular evolution in fishes are unknown or uncertain (e.g. diet, morphologic features) will be
ascertained. To assist in differentiating between the potential evolutionary mechanisms,
substitution rates will be estimated along branch lengths of a phylogeny using both the whole
alignment (i.e. all three codon positions) and at the third codon position. Branch lengths
estimated at the third codon position will provide a more specific measure of the rate of neutral
evolution (mutation) in fishes. In general, it is expected that traits that influence either the
mutation rate or the fixation rate of substitutions will correlate with branch length (see Table
S.1.1 for hypotheses/expectations for each trait). More specifically, factors that influence the
fixation rate of substitutions, such as life history traits related to effective population size, are
expected to correlate significantly with branch lengths estimated using the whole alignment (i.e.
1st and 2nd codon positions will be affected). Alternatively, factors that influence the mutation
rate, such as those related to DNA replication or oxygen radical production, should correlate with
both measures of branch length (i.e. 3rd codon positions will be affected). The insights garnered
from such a large analysis of ecological traits will be instrumental in identifying those variables
that are the central sources of variation in fish COI molecular evolution rates.

2.3 Materials and methods
A programming pipeline was constructed in the R programming language (R Core Team,
2017) to process and analyze DNA sequence information and trait data in an efficient manner.
The pipeline consists of five major components: 1) a data processing section for DNA barcode
quality control (Appendix S.4.1), 2) a trait assignment section (Appendix S.4.2), 3) a “centroid
sequence” section to select a representative sequence for each BIN (Appendix S.4.3), 4) a
multiple sequence alignment quality control section (Appendix S.4.4), and 5) a statistical
analyses section that calculates molecular evolution rates and performs phylogenetic regression
(Appendix S.4.5; also see Figure 2.1 for a visual depiction of the pipeline).
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2.3.1 Barcode sequence data
Description of dataset
The Barcode of Life Data (BOLD) Systems (Ratnasingham & Hebert, 2007) uses a
Barcode Index Number (BIN) system to cluster COI barcode sequences into groups of
sequences, or molecular operational taxonomic units (MOTU, Floyd et al., 2002), that strongly
resemble species (Ratnasingham & Hebert, 2013). As such, BINs were used as a proxy for
species in the current study. Sequence and specimen information for all of the Actinopterygii
barcodes available on BOLD Systems were obtained for analysis. The BOLD System API was
used to download 144,000 Actinopterygii barcode sequence records directly into R version 3.3.2
(R Core Team, 2017) on February 14th, 2017; these sequences comprised data for 14,923 BINs.
Quality control
Several filters in R were applied to the BOLD records as a form of quality control. A
filter that checked for the presence of a BIN URI, a form of BIN identification, was useful for
omitting those sequence records that were not assigned to any BIN. To bear a BIN designation,
an individual must possess a barcode sequence of at least 500 bp falling within a specific region
of the COI gene, with less than 1% internal N content. A filter was then applied that checked for
the presence of a sequence, as it is possible for specimen records to exist in the database whose
sequences were not successfully recovered or were subsequently deleted due to the researcher
detecting a problem. Finally, a filter that checked whether the sequence is a COI-5P marker was
also implemented.
To facilitate the multiple sequence alignment that is performed in a later section of the
pipeline, sequences with large portions of N content and/or gaps found on their terminal ends
were identified. The N content pertains to bases that were marked as uncertain during the
sequencing process, whereas gaps were inserted during alignment to maintain homology. Such
gaps may represent biological insertions or deletions (indels) or sequencing errors. Gaps may
also be found at the terminal ends of sequences in place of Ns. The terminal ends of the
sequences were thus trimmed to remove the N and/or gap content. Another filter was then used
to check for sequences that contained over 1% internal N content or gaps over their total
sequence length. These sequences were identified and removed from the analysis, as such
sequences may disrupt the multiple sequence alignment or may be suggestive of poorer sequence
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quality. Another filter that was implemented to aid in the multiple sequence alignment was a
sequence length filter. This filter was used to retain only those sequences whose lengths were
greater than or equal to 640 bp and less than or equal to 1000 bp.
Taxonomic assignment
A filter was used to remove BINs that had no sequences with a species identification
attributed to their record. This filter was implemented so that BINs that did not contain any
records bearing a species-level identification (i.e. BINs containing sequences sampled from
unknown species) were removed from the analysis. This was necessary as the trait data used in
the analysis is attributed to the scientific name of the species and is required for matching
purposes.
Despite the close correspondence of BINs with accepted taxonomy, the refined single
linkage clustering algorithm (RESL) used by BOLD will create BINs with taxonomic conflicts
for approximately 11% of the cases (Ratnasingham & Hebert, 2013). MATCHES represent BINs
with members from only a single species (concordance), MERGES signify when more than one
species is assigned to a single BIN, SPLITS signify when a single species is appointed to more
than one BIN, and MIXTURES comprise a MERGE as well as a SPLIT (Ratnasingham &
Hebert, 2013). A multitude of reasons may result in these types of conflicts, including
misidentification, the presence of contaminants, or limitations of the COI region in recovering
taxonomic species (i.e. introgression or recent speciation events) (Ratnasingham & Hebert,
2013). SPLITs were dealt with by selecting the BIN with the most sequences. MERGEs and
MIXTURES were resolved through utilization of a “species label” assignment: when a BIN
contained at least 10 sequences and had at least 80% consistency for a species-level assignment
(i.e. 8 sequences assigned to species A, 2 sequences assigned to species B), it was retained for
the analysis with the majority species (i.e. species A) selected as the species label; if no such
majority was present within a BIN for a species-level assignment, it was removed from the
analysis. These thresholds were implemented in order to improve the accuracy of the specieslevel assignment. The “species label” was also utilized to assign a species name to other
sequences in a BIN that were not provided a species-level identification. This approach
ultimately assumes that BINs are a good proxy for species in fishes, as was supported by
Ratnasingham & Hebert (2013). The same procedure was followed for genus-level conflicts
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within a BIN. However, it is possible that conflicts exist at higher taxonomic levels as sequences
may lack genus and/or species-level assignments. Order and family-level conflicts were thus
resolved by only retaining those BINs containing at least 10 sequences and by removing
sequences from different orders or families, if they comprised less than 10% of the overall BIN
size; otherwise, the BIN was removed from the dataset.
2.3.2 Trait data
Latitude data, if available on the BOLD record, were obtained for each barcode sequence.
This information was utilized to determine the median latitude for each BIN or species. Latitude
data were grouped by BIN, and the median latitude values were calculated as the median of the
absolute latitude values.
FishBase is a publicly accessible online database that holds ecological, geographical, and
morphometric trait information for more than 30,000 fish species from around the world (Froese
& Pauly, 2017). The R package “rfishbase” version 2.1.1 (Boettiger et al., 2012) enables access
to FishBase from the R environment and allows a user to download trait data for thousands of
species at once. BOLD species names from the previously filtered BINs were obtained and
matched against trait information available on FishBase using “rfishbase”. Data related to the
ecology, morphology, and life history of species were downloaded into the local R environment.
Species-level trait data were selected from each data table for inclusion in downstream analysis
based on either data availability or previous literature indicating a correlation, or lack thereof, in
fish molecular evolution rates. Several traits were also recoded for their inclusion in the model
selection process (see Table S.1.1 for specifics).
2.3.3 Phylogenetic tree construction
Centroid sequence selection
The next component of the pipeline focuses on the selection of the “centroid” sequence of
each BIN using code provided by Orton et al. (https://github.com/m-orton/R-Scripts). The
centroid sequence is defined here as the sequence with the minimum average pairwise distance to
all other sequences within a given BIN. A centroid sequence was determined for each BIN to
reduce the amount of computation time needed to process the sequence data and to find a
sequence that was typical or representative of a given BIN. To achieve this task, the sequence
data were grouped by BIN, and a multiple sequence alignment was performed for each BIN
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using MUSCLE version 3.4 (Edgar, 2004). A gap penalty of -3000 was specified for each
alignment, and default settings were used for all other parameters. Following the multiple
sequence alignment, pairwise distances between sequences for each BIN were calculated using
the TN93 model of DNA evolution. The centroid sequence for each BIN was then identified as
the sequence with the lowest sum of pairwise distances in the distance matrix. If a centroid
sequence was selected for a BIN that did not originally have species information attributed to its
record, this was rectified by using the “species label” assignment for that BIN, as previously
described. A centroid sequence was found for each BIN that had any trait data (either from
BOLD or FishBase) successfully matched to it.
Sequence trimming
A “reference” sequence of the Actinopterygii class was used to standardize the lengths of
the centroid sequences. The reference sequence in this case was a published Perca flavescens
658 bp COI-5P sequence (BOLD:AAA4391: BNAF367-09.COI-5P; April et al., 2011, 2013).
This sequence was chosen as the reference sequence due to its lack of stop codons and its
similarity to other P. flavescens sequences available on BOLD. In addition, an amino acid
alignment of this sequence with other Actinopterygii sequences in the current study performed
well. The reference sequence was symmetrically trimmed down to a standard sequence length of
620 bp, as many sequences in an alignment may fall short of the standard barcode length. Basecalling errors are also more common at the terminal ends of sequences (Athey, 2013).
A second multiple sequence alignment was then performed for all of the centroid
sequences using MUSCLE; a gap penalty of -3000 was again specified, and default settings were
used for all other parameters. The reference sequence previously described was included in this
alignment. Following the multiple sequence alignment, each sequence was trimmed according to
the length of the 620 bp reference sequence. The “start” and “end” positions of the reference
sequence in the alignment were identified as reference points to extract subsequences of the raw
centroid sequences. As the reference sequence was not required for the analysis, it was
subsequently removed from the dataset. The original and untrimmed centroid sequences were
then replaced with the newly trimmed and standardized centroid sequences.
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Alignment quality checking
The alignment was inspected to ensure it was in the correct reading frame; this was
achieved by translating the alignment in MEGA6 version 6.0 (Tamura et al., 2013) and checking
for the presence of stop codons. To improve the accuracy of the alignment results, sequences that
exceeded a certain range of gaps were then identified in the alignment. The mean number of gaps
in the alignment was determined, and sequences that exceeded the range of the mean gap level
+/- 7 gaps were flagged as “extreme”. A range of +/- 7 gaps was chosen as this would suggest
that the identified sequence differed by more than two amino acid indels from the mean number
of indels found in the alignment, and is therefore indicative of a relatively “extreme” or deviant
sequence. These sequences were manually checked in the multiple sequence alignment, and if
they contributed to the misalignment of the sequences, they were removed. For example,
sequences containing larger gaps (i.e. more than 7 gaps) not found in a multiple of three
nucleotide positions were considered to be indicative of a pseudogene and were removed from
the alignment. In addition, sequences containing gaps in excess of 15 or more nucleotide
positions were removed, as these were observed to contribute considerably to sequence
misalignment. Another multiple sequence alignment was performed using MUSCLE upon
removal of the “extreme” sequences.
A nearest-neighbour check was performed for each centroid sequence to ensure the
accuracy of the taxonomic assignments for each BIN. If the nearest neighbour of a BIN was
assigned to a different order or family, those BINs were removed from the analysis. Another
check was performed to ensure that the BINs had no close neighbours (less than 5% divergence)
in a different order or family. Finally, all BINs were checked to ensure that their genetic
distances did not deviate greatly from the typical range of divergence for the BIN dataset. This
was performed by calculating the interquartile range (IQR) of the divergence values of the
sequences and removing those sequences that exceeded the upper threshold (quartile 3 + 1.5 x
IQR). These checks ensured the accuracy of the taxonomic assignments and reduced the
introduction of error as a result of gross contamination or misidentification into the analysis.
Tree construction
The centroid sequences were utilized to construct a phylogeny for the downstream
phylogenetic regression analysis. The function modelTest from the “phangorn” package version
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2.2.0 (Schliep, 2011) was used to identify the best model of nucleotide substitution for the
centroid sequences. The GTR+G+I model was subsequently selected as it produced the lowest
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) of all the models considered. A maximum likelihood (ML)
tree search was performed in RAxML version 8.0 (Stamatakis, 2014) on the centroid sequence
alignment to construct an ML COI gene tree. The GTRGAMMAI model of nucleotide
substitution was specified, and a published multi-gene tree of bony fishes (Betancur-R et al.,
2013) was utilized as a binary constraint to preserve the monophyly of the ingroup and
previously established phylogenetic relationships in Actinopterygii. The binary constraint tree
was first pruned in R to match those species present in the centroid sequence alignment. The
resulting ML COI gene tree henceforth served as a “master phylogeny” for subsequent
phylogenetic generalized least squares (PGLS) analyses as it contained branch length data for
each species that had any trait data available, either on BOLD or FishBase; thus, it could be
pruned in R to include only those species whose data were required for inclusion in a PGLS
analysis. A partitioned ML analysis was then performed to obtain branch lengths estimated from
the third codon position; in this analysis, the topology of the constrained ML COI gene tree was
specified as a starting tree and branch lengths were re-estimated in RAxML using only data from
the third codon position.
Molecular evolution rate
Branch lengths were utilized in this study to represent the substitution rate, or relative
molecular evolution rate, for each species. The root-to-tip branch lengths for each species were
calculated in R, and branch lengths estimated using all three codon positions (BLWHOLE) and
using only the third codon position (BLTHIRD) were obtained. When utilizing root-to-tip branch
lengths, however, an artifact known as the node-density effect is a potential cause for concern
(Hugall et al. 2007; Lanfear et al., 2010). This effect can generate an erroneous positive
relationship between the amount of nucleotide substitutions and the number of nodes that are
observed along root-to-tip branch lengths; the branch lengths of undersampled taxa are more
likely to be underestimated when compared to the branch lengths of well-sampled taxa, as the
latter have more sequence information available for detecting the occurrence of multiple
nucleotide substitutions (Venditti et al., 2006; Hugall et al. 2007; Lanfear et al., 2010).
Therefore, to control for the node-density effect, the number of nodes from root-to-tip was also
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found for each tree tip, or species, to serve as a control variable in the downstream regression
model (Fujisawa et al., 2015).
The branch length data were further scrutinized for outliers by identifying observations
that exceeded the upper (quartile 3 + 1.5 x IQR) or lower thresholds (quartile 1 - 1.5 x IQR) of
the data. If branch length data for a species were flagged as an outlier, the original COI sequence
for that species was checked for possible sequence contamination using the Basic Local
Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) (Altschul et al., 1990). These steps ensured that the estimated
branch length data were representative of the assigned fish species and free from potential human
error.
2.3.4 Statistical analysis
Phylogenetic signal
To measure the amount of phylogenetic signal for each continuous variable, Pagel’s
lambda (λ) (Pagel, 1999) values were approximated using the phylosig function from the R
package “phangorn” version 2.2.0 (Schliep, 2011). λ is estimated through maximum likelihood
and provides a value that best transforms the phylogenetic variance-covariance matrix of a trait
to fit the observed data (Pagel, 1999). λ ranges from 0 (species with common evolutionary
histories do not tend to share trait values) to 1 (the data adheres to a Brownian motion model of
evolution and species with common evolutionary histories tend to share trait values) (Pagel,
1999). A hypothesis test was also performed via the phylosig function to evaluate if the λ value
indicated a significant amount of phylogenetic signal.
To measure the amount of phylogenetic signal for each categorical variable, Fritz and
Purvis (2010)’s D metrics were calculated using the phylo.d function from the R package “caper”
version 0.5.2 (Orme et al., 2013). D tests whether the number of transitions of a binary trait
differs from the number that would be expected if the evolution of the trait followed a Brownian
motion model (Fritz & Purvis, 2010). D ranges from 0 (trait data supports a Brownian motion
model of evolution) to 1 (no relationship between the trait and species relatedness) (Fritz &
Purvis, 2010). A hypothesis test was also performed via the phylo.d function to evaluate if the D
value indicated a significant amount of phylogenetic signal.
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Single-variable analyses
Single-variable analyses using PGLS were run individually for each trait that met certain
criteria. First, traits were evaluated for sample size and variation. For instance, thresholds were
enforced that ensured the traits had data for at least 300 species. Invariant categorical traits, or
traits with extremely rare categories or levels (less than 1% of the total dataset), were not
included in the analyses.
Each trait was individually specified as the explanatory variable, and BLWHOLE and
BLTHIRD were sequentially specified as the response variables for each analysis. The function
pgls from the “caper” package version 0.5.2 (Orme et al., 2013) in R was used for each PGLS
analysis. The λ parameter for the model, used to transform the phylogenetic variance-covariance
matrix according to the amount of phylogenetic signal detected in the residuals (Pagel, 1999),
was estimated using maximum likelihood for each single-variable analysis. The number of nodes
was used as a control variable in each analysis to moderate potential artifacts produced by the
node-density effect, as previously demonstrated by Fujisawa et al. (2015). The master phylogeny
was pruned for each single-variable analysis (e.g. for median latitude, the phylogeny would be
pruned to contain only those species with median latitude data available) for incorporation into
the PGLS model. If a categorical trait had more than one level, an ANOVA was performed on
the PGLS model to obtain a p-value for the overall variable (as opposed to separate p-values for
each category compared to a reference category).
Model selection and multivariable analysis
For inclusion in the multivariable regression model, only those traits that demonstrated a
p-value below 0.15 in their respective single-variable analysis were retained for the model
selection process (i.e. “candidate” traits). The function complete.cases from the R package
“dplyr” version 0.7.2 (Wickham et al., 2017), which provides a count of the number of rows in a
dataset that have no missing values, was then utilized to identify a subset of candidate traits that
afforded an adequate number of species with all of their trait data available. For instance, a
common guideline for selecting an appropriate sample size would be to include 10 observations
per 1 independent variable in order to produce accurate estimations of the model parameters. As
a result of this step, candidate traits with inadequate data overlap with other traits were removed
from the dataset at this time. In addition, candidate traits that exhibited no variation in the final
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subset were removed (i.e. categorical traits with data for only one category or level). A check for
multicollinearity was also performed as highly correlated explanatory variables can lead to
erroneous estimations of regression coefficients. To detect multicollinearity, candidate traits with
variance inflation factors (VIFs) greater than 5 were identified; amongst these traits, the
candidate trait with the largest sample size was retained for further analysis.
A “global” multivariable model was built that included all of the candidate traits in the
final subset. A backwards selection process was then invoked, and the candidate traits were
sequentially removed one at a time from the model. All variable combinations were tested, and
the variable combination that produced the largest number of significant terms and the lowest
Bayesian information criterion (BIC) was selected as the “best-fit model”. Upon selection of the
best-fit model, the residuals were checked for normality and homogeneity to ensure adherence to
PGLS assumptions. This process was performed separately for BLWHOLE and BLTHIRD and a bestfit model was found for each branch length measure.

2.4 Results
2.4.1 BIN resolution and data matching
Data for 14,923 BINs were downloaded from BOLD into the R environment. Upon
application of the quality control filters, 12,867 BINs remained (Figure 2.2). A filter to ensure
that each BIN had at least one record bearing species-level information reduced the BIN count to
9281. Of these, 11 BINs had order-level conflicts, and 28 BINs had family-level conflicts. In
addition, there were 233 BINs and 1106 BINs with genus-level and species-level conflicts,
respectively. After all BIN conflicts were resolved, either through removal of deviant sequences
or removal of the BIN itself, 8201 BINs remained. Following this, a filter to keep only one BIN
per species (in such cases, the BIN with the larger sample size) reduced the overall BIN count to
6715. These BINs were deemed suitable for further analysis as they exhibited an adequate
amount of concordance with their assigned taxonomic classifications.
The master phylogeny comprised 5757 fish species or BINs that matched successfully to
trait data from either BOLD or FishBase. Eight-hundred-and-six species from the multi-gene
bony fishes phylogeny (Betancur-R et al., 2013) matched with those species found in the master
phylogeny and served as a backbone constraint during ML tree construction.
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2.4.2 Branch length and phylogenetic signal
The median BLWHOLE value for all species was 1.15, and the range was 0.37 – 1.82
(Figure 2.3), representing a 4.9-fold degree of variation. The range within which 95% of the
BLWHOLE values fell was 0.88 and 1.43. The median BLTHIRD value for all species was 2.49, and
the range was 1.62 – 4.45, representing a 2.7-fold degree of variation. The range within which
95% of the BLTHIRD values fell was 2.10 and 3.24. Data for both branch length measurements
followed a normal distribution, and transformation of the data was not required. It is worth
noting that the order Scorpaeniformes comprised the majority (99%) of the 142 extremely low
BLWHOLE values (< 0.88). Of the Scorpaeniformes families, Cottidae comprised 49% of the
extremely low BLWHOLE values (n = 69). The family Muraenidae of the order Anguilliformes
comprised 22% of the 144 extremely high BLWHOLE values (> 1.43). The family Muraenidae also
represented 30% of the 144 extremely high BLTHIRD values (> 3.24), which mirrors the pattern
found for this group in BLWHOLE.
Each biological and environmental variable exhibits some degree of phylogenetic signal,
and all of the metrics were significantly different from either λ = 0 for continuous traits or D = 1
for discrete traits (i.e. no phylogenetic signal detected) (Tables 2.1 and 2.2). Number of nodes
and BLWHOLE exhibited λ values of 1.00, which were the highest values among all continuous
variables that were considered (Table 2.1). These values, in addition to the strong phylogenetic
signal detected in BLTHIRD (λ = 0.92), suggest that related species display similar rates of
nucleotide substitution and mutation and adhere to what would be expected under a Brownian
motion model of evolution. Those traits that demonstrated higher phylogenetic signal (λ > 0.90)
suggest that within ray-finned fishes, generation-time (age at maturity), body size (maximum
body length), and environmental temperature (minimum water temperature, maximum water
temperature, median latitude) are similar among related species. The diet of species (i.e.
herbivory vs. carnivory vs. omnivory) also exhibited strong phylogenetic signal. Longevity and
water depth inhabited are also conserved among related species, although the phylogenetic signal
detected in these traits is comparatively weaker (λ ~ 0.70).
When considering the categorical variables, traits related to some habitat types, such as
mangroves, estuaries, and neritic environments, exhibited weaker phylogenetic signal compared
to habitat types such as benthic, oceanic, lake, stream, and coral reef environments (Table 2.2).
Certain feeding types, such as hunting macrofauna, selective plankton feeding, and aquatic plant
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grazing, were more phylogenetically conserved than other feeding types, such as variable,
substrate browsing, and plankton filtering. Among the traits that exhibited very strong
phylogenetic signal (D < 0) include those related to parental care, reproductive guild, fertilization
mode, environmental salinity level (freshwater vs. saltwater), and morphology.
2.4.3 Single-variable analyses
Several traits were found to correlate significantly with both BLWHOLE (Table 2.3) and
BLTHIRD (Table 2.4). Number of nodes resulted in the lowest p-value of all the investigated traits
when both BLWHOLE and BLTHIRD were specified as the response variables (p-values < 0.0001),
indicating the presence of the node-density effect (Figure 2.4). This result serves as justification
for the inclusion of number of nodes as a term in each single-variable analysis to serve as a
control variable. As such, the R2 values for each single-variable analysis represents the amount
of branch length variation explained by both the trait of interest as well as the number of nodes
estimated along the root-to-tip branch lengths.
Age at maturity produced the largest R2 values (0.25 and 0.16 for BLWHOLE and BLTHIRD,
respectively) among all traits considered in the single-variable analyses, and this trait correlated
negatively and significantly with both measures of branch length (BLWHOLE: B = -0.0030, pvalue < 0.0001; BLTHIRD: B = -0.0084, p-value < 0.0001) (Figure 2.5). The longevity of a species
also produced among the highest R2 values (0.19 and 0.13 for BLWHOLE and BLTHIRD,
respectively), and was also found to correlate negatively and significantly with both measures of
branch length (BLWHOLE: B = -0.00035, p-value = 0.00049; BLTHIRD: B = -0.0011, p-value <
0.0001) (Figure 2.6).
Traits related to body morphology, such as maximum body length and body shape, had a
significant effect on both branch length measures. In general, as the maximum body length of a
species increased, branch length decreased (BLWHOLE: B = -0.000089, p-value < 0.0001, R2 =
0.12; BLTHIRD: B = -0.00027, p-value < 0.0001, R2 = 0.10) (Figure 2.7). When considering body
shape, eel-like species had the longest branch lengths for both measures (BLWHOLE: B = 0.0052;
BLTHIRD: B = 0.022) compared to elongated (BLWHOLE: B = 0.0043; BLTHIRD: B = 0.013), short
and/or deep (BLWHOLE: B = -0.00029; BLTHIRD: B = 0.0017), and fusiform (reference category)
species; this difference was significant for both branch length measures (BLWHOLE: p-value =
0.023, R2 = 0.087; BLTHIRD: p-value = 0.013, R2 = 0.07).
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When considering other life history traits, a difference in BLWHOLE was also found in
species exhibiting different modes of parental care (p-value = 0.13). Although this effect was not
significant at the 0.05 level, it did meet the 0.15 cut-off threshold for multivariable model
selection when BLWHOLE was specified as a response variable. This same effect was not observed
for BLTHIRD. Reproductive mode, reproductive guild, and mode of fertilization did not have
significant effects on either BLWHOLE or BLTHIRD. In addition, those traits related to the diet of a
species (i.e. feeding type, position of mouth, diet trophic level) did not correlate significantly
with either measure of branch length. However, position of mouth made the 0.15 cut-off
threshold when BLTHIRD was specified as a response variable (p-value = 0.14).
Several traits related to the environment of a species were also among those explanatory
variables that had a significant association with BLWHOLE and BLTHIRD. As median latitude
decreases, there was a significant increase in both BLWHOLE and BLTHIRD (BLWHOLE: B = 0.00020, p-value = 0.00042, R2 = 0.09; BLTHIRD: B = -0.00055, p-value = 0.00048, R2 = 0.08)
(Figure 2.8). This same trend is also observed when considering environmental temperature, as
species in tropical environments displayed the longest branch lengths for both measures
(BLWHOLE: B = 0.0091; BLTHIRD: B = 0.024) relative to subtropical (BLWHOLE: B = 0.0050;
BLTHIRD: B = 0.011), temperate (BLWHOLE: B = 0.0013; BLTHIRD: B = -0.00067), and polar
species (reference category); this difference was significant for both branch length measures
(BLWHOLE: p-value = 0.00051, R2 = 0.10; BLTHIRD: p-value < 0.0001, R2 = 0.088). Moreover, as
the minimum water temperature for a species increases, both branch length measures were also
observed to increase (BLWHOLE: B = 0.00091, p-value = 0.0025, R2 = 0.11; BLTHIRD: B = 0.0027,
p-value = 0.0019, R2 = 0.07). A negative association between maximum water depth and
BLWHOLE was also observed (B = -0.0000018, p-value = 0.12, R2 = 0.11), and although this effect
was not significant at the 0.05 level, the trait met the cut-off criterion for inclusion in the
multivariable model selection process (Figure 2.9a). The negative effect of maximum water
depth on BLTHIRD, however, was significant (B = -0.0000078, p-value = 0.015, R2 = 0.11)
(Figure 2.9b).
Certain traits related to habitat also resulted in significant differences for both branch
length measures. For instance, species inhabiting saltwater environments displayed significantly
shorter branch lengths (BLWHOLE: B = -0.018, p-value = 0.0042, R2 = 0.087; BLTHIRD: B = -
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0.056, p-value = 0.0017, R2 = 0.09) compared to those species that inhabit freshwater
environments. Presence/absence in a lake environment also resulted in significant differences in
both branch length measures, as lake-dwelling species exhibited shorter branch lengths compared
to species not found in lakes (BLWHOLE: B = -0.0056, p-value = 0.021, R2 = 0.11; BLTHIRD: B = 0.015, p-value = 0.032, R2 = 0.10). However, presence/absence in benthic, neritic, or oceanic
environments did not result in significant differences in either branch length metric, nor did
inhabitation of mangroves, estuaries, or stream environments; however, presence in a mangrove
habitat had a positive effect on BLTHIRD and did make the 0.15 cut-off threshold for inclusion in
the multivariable selection process (B = 0.013, p-value = 0.10, R2 = 0.10). Finally, inhabitation
of a coral reef environment had a significant and positive effect on BLTHIRD (B = 0.012; p-value
= 0.047, R2 = 0.10).
2.4.4 Multivariable analyses
The backwards selection process consisted of 12 candidate traits for BLWHOLE and 16
candidate traits for BLTHIRD that passed the single-variable selection phases (Tables 2.3 and 2.4).
The best-fit models for both BLWHOLE and BLTHIRD included number of nodes, maximum body
length, median latitude, and maximum water depth as the explanatory variables (Table 2.5). For
both BLWHOLE and BLTHIRD, this model produced the lowest BIC score with the largest number of
significant terms during the backwards selection process and indicates that, when controlling for
number of nodes, these traits served as superior predictors of branch length, relative to both a
null (intercept-only) model and other combinations of traits that passed the single-variable phase
of model selection. A subset was used for these analyses that included observations for 1496
species with data available for all the selected terms in the best-fit model (i.e. each species had
data available for maximum body length, median latitude, and maximum water depth). The traits
age at maturity and longevity were not included in this initial model selection process for either
BLWHOLE or BLTHIRD, as the data overlap between all the candidate traits was insufficient for a
reliable multivariable regression analysis (n = 12 and n = 5 for BLWHOLE and BLTHIRD,
respectively). In addition, the traits environmental temperature and minimum water temperature
were removed during the model selection process for both BLWHOLE and BLTHIRD as they
exhibited multicollinearity with median latitude (VIF > 5).
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Maximum body length correlated significantly and negatively with BLWHOLE in the
multivariable analysis (B = -0.000071, p-value = 0.0060; Table 2.5), supporting the trend
observed in the single-variable analysis (Table 2.3; Figure 2.7a). There was also a negative
association between maximum water depth and BLWHOLE, although this effect was marginally
non-significant (B = -0.0000045, p-value = 0.054). A negative trend was also observed between
median latitude and BLWHOLE; however, this effect was non-significant (B = -0.00018, p-value =
0.13). Pagel’s λ for the whole model was estimated as 1.00, and the adjusted R2 value was 0.16,
suggesting that 16% of the observed variation in BLWHOLE may be explained by the terms
included in the best-fit model.
Both maximum body length and maximum water depth had significant effects on
BLTHIRD in the multivariable regression analysis (Table 2.5). Maximum body length correlated
significantly and negatively with BLTHIRD (B = -0.00020, p-value = 0.0063) as did maximum
water depth (B = -0.000019, p-value = 0.0057), which support the trends observed in the singlevariable analyses (Table 2.4; Figures 2.7b and 2.9b). The negative effect of median latitude on
BLTHIRD was non-significant (B = -0.00045, p-value = 0.18). Pagel’s λ for the whole model was
estimated as 1.00, and the adjusted R2 value was 0.13, suggesting that 13% of the observed
variation in BLTHIRD may be explained by the terms included in the best-fit model.
The inclusion of age at maturity in a multivariable analysis was warranted as it exhibited
the largest R2 values for both BLWHOLE (0.25) and BLTHIRD (0.16) among all traits considered at
the single-variable level (Tables 2.3 and 2.4). As such, a smaller PGLS multivariable analysis
was performed for both BLWHOLE and BLTHIRD in order to incorporate age at maturity into the
best-fit model (Table 2.6). To perform this analysis, a subset of data was used that included
observations for 175 species with data available for all of the selected terms in the best-fit model
(i.e. number of nodes, maximum body length, median latitude, maximum water depth) in
addition to age at maturity. In these analyses, age at maturity was the only significant predictor
of both BLWHOLE (B = -0.0034, p-value = 0.0012) and BLTHIRD (B = -0.0095, p-value = 0.0012).
Age at maturity correlated negatively with both measures of branch length, which is also
supported by the results of the single-variable analyses (Table 2.3 and 2.4; Figure 2.5). The
adjusted R2 values for these analyses were 0.34 for BLWHOLE and 0.15 for BLTHIRD. The
maximum likelihood estimations of Pagel’s λ were both 1.00. Worth noting is that the addition
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of longevity to the models did not improve their explanatory power (i.e. the R2 value remained
unchanged and the effect of longevity on both BLWHOLE and BLTHIRD was insignificant when
included in the model in addition to age at maturity).

2.5 Discussion
Identifying the sources of variation in molecular evolutionary rates is a complicated
undertaking, though comparative phylogenetic analyses and contemporary programming tools
applied to public databases offer much promise for performing this task. The current study takes
advantage of these resources and stands as one of the largest rates studies ever performed. The
results presented here offer unprecedented insight into the most important correlates of COI
molecular evolution rates in a group of organisms.
The strongest predictor of molecular evolutionary rate in both the single-variable and
multivariable analyses was age at maturity, which served as a proxy for generation time in the
current study. The influence of age at maturity was observed in PGLS analyses of both BLWHOLE
and BLTHIRD, which suggests an impact of generation time on the silent mutation rate. These
findings provide evidence for the generation time effect in ray-finned fishes, which posits that
species with faster generation times amass a larger number of DNA errors per unit of time,
owing to their accelerated rates of genome replication (Li & Tanimura, 1987; Bromham et al.,
1996; Thomas et al., 2010; Bromham, 2011). This result is supported by previous studies that
found a generation time effect on genetic distances in birds (Mooers & Harvey, 1994) and
mtDNA synonymous substitution rates in invertebrates (Thomas et al., 2010). The observed
effect of age at maturity on molecular rates cannot be wholly explained by an underlying
correlation with environmental temperature and metabolic rate (i.e. species with shorter
generation times live in warmer environments and so they might also have faster metabolic rates)
in the dataset as median latitude was controlled for in the multivariable regression analyses and
exhibited only a minor correlation with age at maturity in a supplementary PGLS analysis (R2 =
0.025, p = 0.0045; Table S.2.1). The findings of the current study therefore provide evidence that
generation time, as a life history trait, explains a larger amount of molecular rate variation in COI
across Actinoptergyii species compared to body size and environmental factors such as
temperature and water depth.
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The influence of longevity on the molecular evolutionary rate of mtDNA has been
identified in a range of vertebrate species, including mammals (Nabholz et al., 2008) and
rockfish (Hua et al., 2015). The longevity hypothesis proposes that long-lived species select
against mtDNA mutations to guard against senescence (Nabholz et al., 2008). However,
longevity did not improve the explanatory power of the smaller multivariable model when
included as a term (in addition to age at maturity). A study on mammals indicated that the
longevity effect becomes more apparent as lifespan increases, and selection against a higher
mutation rate is more likely to be relaxed in species with shorter life spans (Nabholz et al., 2008).
In the current study, the median maximum age of the species in the smaller multivariable dataset
was 15. Thus, the influence of longevity on molecular rates may become more distinctive in a
multivariable context once a larger proportion of long-lived species (i.e. those that live longer
than 30 years such as Acipenser, Anoplopoma, and Sebastes (Jarić & Gačić, 2012)), are
incorporated into the dataset. As such, these results do not preclude the importance of longevity
in predicting evolution rates in fishes, however; rather, they suggest that generation-time is a
superior predictor of the COI evolution rate in fishes with relatively shorter life spans and that
the effects of longevity are likely to be age-dependent in fishes, as they are in mammals
(Nabholz et al., 2008).
Latitude and temperature are theorized to correlate positively with the rate of molecular
evolution in ectothermic organisms, stemming from an increase in the metabolic rates of those
species that inhabit warmer environments (Rohde, 1992; Martin & Palumbi, 1993). Both latitude
and depth were previously found to associate negatively with substitution rates in fish mtDNA
(Wright et al., 2011). However, the study considered only latitude and depth as explanatory
variables and used a sister pair approach that included 68 pairs (Wright et al., 2011). More
recently, using a sample size of 435 Actinopterygii species pairs, Orton et al.
(https://github.com/m-orton/R-Scripts/) found that species residing closer to the equator have
higher evolutionary rates compared to their northern counterparts; the effect was moderate,
however, as only 56% of the pairs included a southern species that displayed a longer branch
length relative to its northern sister species. This finding is supported by the single-variable
results of latitude of the current study, whereby median latitude had a significantly negative
effect on BLWHOLE and BLTHIRD, but also a small effect size (R2 values = 0.09 and 0.08,
respectively). Furthermore, the effect of latitude on molecular evolution rates in fishes was not
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observed when age at maturity, maximum body length, and maximum water depth were
controlled for in the multivariable regression models. Thus, the influence of latitude on fish
mtDNA does not appear to be evident at a broad phylogenetic scale. A lack of association
between latitude and mutation rate was similarly found for the reptile group Squamata (Rolland
et al., 2016) and water beetles (Fujisawa et al., 2015), which corroborates the notion that
temperature driven molecular evolution rates in ectothermic groups does not appear to be a
universal attribute. Latitudinal effects may therefore be limited to smaller clades or specific
lineages of species (i.e. marine teleost fishes (Wright et al., 2011), Cypriniformes (see Table
S.3.4)) or may be a product of sampling error (i.e. due to a small n).
Maximum water depth bestowed a marginally non-significant effect on BLWHOLE and a
significant effect on BLTHIRD in the larger multivariable analyses, which suggests that the extent
of a species’ vertical range in the water column has some impact on its mutation rate. However,
the effect of maximum water depth on molecular evolutionary rates appears quite subtle, as is
apparent in the slope and effect sizes in the single-variable analyses (Figure 2.9, R2 = 0.11 for
BLWHOLE and BLTHIRD). Evidently, the use of large sample sizes (n = 3028 for maximum water
depth) facilitates the detection of even those traits that contribute on a smaller scale to molecular
rate variation. Nevertheless, a study completed by Wright et al. (2011) found that marine fish
species residing in shallower waters displayed elevated rates of substitutions; the authors suggest
this to be a result of an increase in environmental temperature leading to accelerated metabolic
rates (Wright et al., 2011). As latitude (temperature) had a non-significant effect on molecular
rates in the multivariable analyses, the influence of depth may instead stem from the mutagenic
effects of ultraviolet (UV) exposure in the water column. Exposure to elevated levels of UV
radiation has been associated with a rise in mutagenic events in both vertebrates (Ziegler et al.,
1993) and aquatic invertebrates (Hebert et al., 2002; Smith et al., 2002). Moreover, the depth of a
fish’s habitat is inversely related to the amount of UV radiation it is exposed to (Zagarese &
Williamson, 2001), and many fish eggs are transparent and demonstrate sensitivity to UV
damage (Martin, 1995). Thus, it is possible that species residing in shallower waters and that are
exposed to higher levels of UV radiation exhibit higher relative rates of mutation compared to
their deeper-dwelling counterparts. A future multivariable study that incorporates direct
measurements of UV radiation levels as a predictor variable in addition to depth and temperature
may shed further light on its relative importance in the context of fish molecular evolution rates.
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Maximum body length had a negative and significant effect on molecular rates in both
the single-variable and larger multivariable analyses. Body size has previously been implicated
as a correlate of life span and generation time in ectothermic vertebrates (Blueweiss et al., 1978;
Blanco & Sherman, 2005; Speakman, 2005; Hua et al., 2015) and a supplementary PGLS
analysis revealed significant and negative correlations between maximum body length and
longevity (R2 = 0.24, p-value < 0.0001; Table S.2.1) as well as age at maturity (R2 = 0.14, pvalue < 0.0001; Table S.2.1). It is therefore possible that the observed negative effect of
maximum body length on molecular rates is a manifestation of the underlying covariation
between body size and these life history traits in fishes. Conversely, in addition to temperature,
metabolic rate also scales with body size in fishes (Clarke & Johnston, 1999). As metabolic rates
were not directly tested in the current study, it is difficult to rule it out as a driving factor behind
the observed body size effect. However, previous studies that considered ectotherms and that
accounted for the covarying effect of body size did not reveal any significant correlation between
basal metabolic rate and molecular rate (e.g. Lanfear et al., 2007; Qui et al., 2014). Furthermore,
as fish metabolic rate is positively related to environmental temperature (Clarke & Johnston,
1999), a lack of signal from median latitude in the multivariable models provides additional
evidence that metabolic rate is not a prominent source of mtDNA rate variation across
Actinoptergyii species.
The strong phylogenetic signal of the branch length data indicates that COI substitution
rates (evidenced by BLWHOLE) and mutation rates (indicated by BLTHIRD) are similar among
related species. This is apparent in the large representation of Scorpaeniformes and
Anguilliformes among the extremely low and extremely high branch length values, respectively.
Apart from differences in life history and environmental traits, the signal in the branch length
values may also be explained in part by differences in DNA repair efficiencies between lineages.
The disparity in the efficiency of repair enzymes between lineages leads to variation in the rate
of DNA repair – some lineages may be more efficient than others (Bromham & Penny, 2003).
This variation across taxa could potentially complicate the pathway that links damage that occurs
at the DNA level and the observed mutation rate (Lanfear et al., 2007). Nevertheless, these
results suggest that COI molecular rate heterogeneity may not be entirely attributed to
differences in life history or environmental traits and that inherent differences in the biochemical
properties of organisms may play an important role in generating the observed variation.
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All of the traits considered, whether they be continuous or categorical, exhibited a
significant degree of phylogenetic conservation among related species. The estimation of root-totip distances using a whole-tree approach, as performed in the current study, is suitable for such
traits (i.e. traits that fluctuate infrequently over the course of evolutionary history) (Lanfear et al.,
2010). However, it is probable that the internal branch length measurements suffered from
substitution saturation in more basal relationships, and that the total rate heterogenerity across
the tree was underestimated. It is consequently possible that the correlations between branch
length and trait data were also underestimated. To ascertain whether the observed trait effects
persist at shallower divergence levels, supplementary analyses were performed for the
Perciformes and Cypriniformes orders. The Perciformes analysis provided support for the
negative effect of age at maturity on molecular evolution rates (Tables S.3.1 and S.3.2).
However, as is a common feature in the current study, age at maturity data were scarce for
Cypriniformes species. Median latitude and maximum body length, which were both included in
the best-fit Actinopterygii model, comprised the best-fit model for Cypriniformes (Tables S.3.3
and S.3.4); both median latitude and maximum body length had a significant and negative effect
on molecular evolution rates. These results suggest that some trait effects, such as body size and
generation time, transcend different levels of phylogeny in Actinopterygii. Alternatively, the
effect of latitude on molecular evolution rates may indeed be more prominent in certain orders
and/or families; however, an analysis that incorporates more comprehensive life history trait data
(i.e. for age at maturity and longevity) is required for both orders in order to authenticate these
findings. Future studies at the family-level would provide additional insight into the phylogenetic
patterns of the trait-substitution rate relationships observed in the current study.
A caveat of utilizing online trait databases is that there is often a considerable level of
disparity in data availability for different traits. For instance, traits that may be more easily
quantified, such as length measurements, offer a much larger subset of data compared to traits
for which data collection is often invasive or difficult, such as those related to age and
reproduction (Jarić & Gačić, 2012). This issue is evident in the current study, as the
multivariable analyses that considered age at maturity (n = 175, Table 2.6) used substantially
smaller datasets than those analyses that did not consider this term (n = 1496, Table 2.5). As
such, species with more extreme body lengths or that inhabit more disparate environments (e.g.
deep sea), were underrepresented in this smaller dataset, and the amount of natural variation
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captured in those traits is thus limited. The effects of maximum body length and maximum water
depth on branch length may therefore be underestimated in these smaller analyses. Nevertheless,
the prevailing influence of age at maturity on branch length (BLWHOLE and BLTHIRD) in both a
single-variable and multivariable context and its robustness to changes in sample size are both
testaments to its importance as a correlate of molecular evolution rate in fishes. Moreover, as
researchers become more accustomed to uploading and sharing their results in a public format,
opportunities for future studies to utilize more complete datasets will inevitably arise.
The correlation between number of nodes and branch length is indicative of the nodedensity effect, whereby branch lengths in species-rich regions of the tree are better estimated
than sparser or undersampled regions (Venditti et al., 2006; Hugall et al. 2007; Lanfear et al.,
2010). This is a controversial issue when utilizing root-to-tip branch lengths under a whole-tree
approach, and additionally this pattern may be revealing a biological correlation between
diversification and molecular evolutionary rate (Lanfear et al., 2010). Including number of nodes
as a term in a regression analysis was consequently used to control for this effect when
estimating the parameters for other traits included in the model. However, the unique effects of
the traits on branch length may be better quantified in future studies by testing nested models
(i.e. TRAIT+NODES vs. NODES) for each trait using the same species, in order to understand
the amount of additional explanatory power provided by the traits.
Corrections in molecular clock estimates may be used to improve molecular dating
methods when a significant correlation is evident between a trait and molecular rates in a group
of organisms. For instance, Nabholz et al. (2016) recommends an adjustment for body size when
approximating molecular evolution rates for birds, as a strong and negative relationship between
body size and estimated mtDNA substitution rates was evident across 437 avian lineages (R2 =
0.60). Based on the modest explanatory power of the models that included body size (Tables 2.32.6), a similar recommendation cannot be made for Actinopterygii when utilizing COI molecular
clocks for phylogenetic inference. Age at maturity and longevity explained the largest proportion
of variation in COI molecular rates relative to other traits; however, their respective R2 values
remained under 40% for both BLWHOLE and BLTHIRD (Tables 2.3-2.4 and 2.6). Adjustments for
age at maturity and longevity do remain a possibility for mtDNA molecular clock estimates in
fishes, and this would be particularly appropriate if their effects were evident across multiple
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mtDNA markers and persisted regardless of the use of more comprehensive trait datasets.
However, the confined distribution of the COI molecular rate values in fishes (Figure 2.3) and
the limited explanatory power of the PGLS models suggest that COI molecular clocks may be
suitably employed across fish lineages that vary in the investigated traits. Relaxed clock methods
that permit lineage rate variation would be particularly appropriate at a broad phylogenetic scale
given the disparity in rate estimates for some groups (e.g. Scorpaeniformes, Anguilliformes).
This study made use of the abundance of sequence and trait information online and
current phylogenetic comparative analysis tools. DNA barcoding projects in particular offer new
opportunities for the investigation of mtDNA molecular rate correlates, although public sequence
data may contain errors in either the DNA sequence (i.e. high N or gap content) or in the
taxonomic assignment (i.e. misidentification or contamination from other species). The
bioinformatics pipeline constructed for this study may be used for this purpose and is available
on GitHub (https://github.com/jmay29/phylo). For example, researchers may download COI
barcode data from a variety of organisms directly from BOLD and specify their own parameters
for each filter. BOLD and FishBase are now served by packages for downloading data directly
into the R environment (“bold” version 0.5.0 (Chamberlain, 2016) and “rfishbase” version 2.1.1
(Boettiger et al., 2012), respectively). The construction of packages such as these greatly reduces
the time it takes to collect data for studies of this nature, and other databases should follow suit
in order to increase both the quality and efficiency of research in the molecular evolution and
bioinformatics fields.
The results of the current study suggest that biological characteristics such as generation
time and longevity serve as more general predictors of the COI molecular evolution rate of rayfinned fish compared to environmental factors such as temperature and water depth. However, as
fishes are incredibly diverse both in their biology and in the environments that they inhabit, it is
possible that numerous traits contribute to COI rate heterogeneity in a synergistic fashion.
Ultimately, by investigating correlates of molecular evolution rates, we acquire a more thorough
understanding of the evolutionary processes that are tied to molecular change. Phylogenetic tree
dating methods may then be improved by correcting for factors that may affect the generality of
a molecular clock across lineages. Knowledge of rate correlates are particularly useful for
mtDNA regions that are often used as markers of biodiversity and for species-level phylogenetic
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inference (i.e. DNA barcoding projects (Hebert et al., 2003)) such as COI. This study highlights
not only the usefulness of a multi-parameter, comparative approach for identifying molecular
rate correlates but also the utility of current bioinformatics tools for processing and analyzing
complex biodiversity data.
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Table 2.1. Measures of phylogenetic signal using Pagel’s λ (Pagel, 1999) for continuous variables. The
ML tree estimated using a backbone constraint was used for each analysis. λ ranges from 0 (species with
common evolutionary histories do not tend to share trait values) to 1 (the data adheres to a Brownian
motion model of evolution and species with common evolutionary histories tend to share trait values)
(Pagel, 1999). All values presented in this table are significantly different from 0 (no phylogenetic signal
detected).
Trait

Sample Size of Species (n)

Pagel’s λ

Number of Nodes

5757

1.00

BLWHOLE

5757

1.00

Age at Maturity

331

0.97

Minimum Water Temperature

997

0.96

Maximum Water Temperature

993

0.95

Maximum Body Length

3339

0.93

BLTHIRD

5757

0.92

Median Latitude

4763

0.92

Diet Trophic Level

809

0.89

Longevity

663

0.74

Maximum Water Depth

3028

0.72

Minimum Water Depth

2885

0.72
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Table 2.2. Measures of phylogenetic signal using Fritz and Purvis (2010)’s D metric for binary
categorical variables. The ML tree estimated using a backbone constraint was used for each analysis. D
ranges from 0 (trait data supports a Brownian motion model of evolution) to 1 (no association between
the trait and species relatedness) (Fritz & Purvis, 2010). All values presented in this table are
significantly different from 1 (no phylogenetic signal). Categorical variables with more than 1 level (i.e.
non-binary) were separately recoded as binary for each category.
Trait

Sample Size of Species (n)

D Metric

Fertilization: In brood pouch or similar
structure

2619

-1.58

Reproductive Guild 2: Internal live bearers

1883

-1.25

Swimming Type:
Oscillation of median
or pectoral fins

842

-1.18

Swimming Type: Undulation of median
or pectoral fins

842

-1.02

Reproductive Guild 2: External brooders

1883

-0.99

Swimming Type: Movement of body
and/or caudal fin

842

-0.98

Reproductive Guild 1: Bearers

2391

-0.94

Fertilization: External

2619

-0.90

Body Shape: Eel-like

4923

-0.87

Parental Care: None

1048

-0.85

Salinity

4480

-0.85

Fertilization: Internal (oviduct)

2619

-0.84

Parental Care: Paternal

1048

-0.84

Reproductive Guild 1: Nonguarders

2391

-0.79

Parental Care: Maternal

1048

-0.78

Reproductive Guild 1: Guarders

2391

-0.72

Reproductive Mode: Protogyny

1692

-0.68

Reproductive Guild 2: Open
water/substratum egg scatterers

1883

-0.68

Reproductive Mode: Dioecism

1692

-0.64

Reproductive Mode: Protandry

1692

-0.62

Reproductive Guild 2: Nesters

1883

-0.57

Position of Mouth: Superior

1268

-0.47
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Streams

3199

-0.45

Mesopelagic

3199

-0.42

Environmental Temperature: Polar

4861

-0.39

Body Shape: Short and/or deep

4923

-0.35

Parental Care: Biparental

1048

-0.29

Position of Mouth: Inferior

1268

-0.27

Position of Mouth: Terminal

1268

-0.27

Reproductive Guild 2: Clutch tenders

1883

-0.26

Coral Reefs

3199

-0.24

Body Shape: Elongated

4923

-0.15

Environmental Temperature: Temperate

4861

-0.10

Reproductive Guild 2: Brood hiders

1883

-0.02

Feeding Type: Grazing on aquatic plants

2448

-0.02

Environmental Temperature: Tropical

4861

-0.02

Body Shape: Normal/fusiform

4923

0.01

Benthic

3199

0.02

Feeding Type: Hunting macrofauna

2448

0.04

Feeding Type: Selective plankton
feeding

2448

0.07

Oceanic

3199

0.11

Lakes

3199

0.13

Bathypelagic

3199

0.14

Epipelagic

3199

0.17

Estuaries

3199

0.30

Neritic

3199

0.37

Feeding Type: Filtering plankton

2448

0.38

Feeding Type: Browsing on substrate

2448

0.41

Schooling

3199

0.46

Environmental Temperature: Subtropical

4861

0.51

Mangroves

3199

0.58

Feeding Type: Variable

2448

0.66
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Table 2.3. Results of single-variable PGLS analyses when branch lengths estimated using all three codon positions (BLWHOLE) was specified as a
response variable. Traits are ordered from most significant p-value to least significant. Bolded p-values indicate significance at the 0.05 level.
Solid black line indicates the cut-off point for inclusion of traits in the multivariable regression model selection process. Pagel’s λ estimates were
1.00 for all trait analyses. Number of nodes was included as a control variable in each analysis. The adjusted R2 value for each analysis thus
represents the amount of branch length variation explained by both the trait of interest as well as the number of nodes estimated along the root-totip branch length. In addition, an ANOVA was also performed for multi-level categorical variables to obtain a p-value for the entire trait.
Categories with hyphens (-) under the Estimated Coefficient and Standard Error columns indicate the reference category for that analysis. * = traits
that remained significant at the 0.05 level after a Benjamini & Hochberg (1995) adjustment was applied to the p-values.
Trait

Sample Size of
Species (n)

Categories

Estimated
Coefficient (B)

Standard
Error

P-Value

Adjusted R2

Number of Nodes

5757

-

0.0071

0.00034

< 0.0001*

0.096

Age at Maturity

331

-

-0.0030

0.00070

< 0.0001*

0.25

Maximum Body
Length

3339

-

-0.000089

0.000018

< 0.0001*

0.12

Median Latitude

4763

-

-0.00020

0.000056

0.00042*

0.09

Longevity

663

-

-0.00035

0.000096

0.00049*

0.19

Polar

-

-

Temperate

0.0013

0.0048
0.00051*

0.10

Subtropical

0.0050

0.0051

Tropical

0.0091

0.0052

-

0.00091

0.00030

0.0025*

0.11

Environmental
Temperature

Minimum Water
Temperature

4861

997
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Salinity

Lakes

Body Shape

Maximum Water
Depth

Parental Care

Mangroves

Freshwater species

-

-

Saltwater species

-0.018

0.0064

Does not inhabit
lakes

-

-

4480

3199
Inhabits lakes

-0.0056

0.0024

Fusiform/normal

-

-

Eel-like

0.0052

0.0046

Elongated

0.0043

0.0015

Short and/or deep

-0.00029

0.0021

-

-0.0000018

0.0000011

None

-

-

Biparental

-0.0038

0.011

4923

3028

1048

3199

Maternal

0.014

0.013

Paternal

-0.0013

0.0074

Does not inhabit
mangroves

-

-

Inhabits mangroves

0.0031

0.0027

0.0042*

0.087

0.021

0.11

0.023

0.087

0.12

0.11

0.13

0.15

0.26

0.11
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Does not inhabit
coral reefs
Coral Reefs

Oceanic

Minimum Water
Depth

Mesopelagic

Reproductive Mode

Fertilization

-

-

3199
Inhabits coral reefs

0.0021

0.00038

Not oceanic

-

-

Oceanic

-0.0016

0.0016

-

-0.0000034

0.0000035

Not found in
mesopelagic
zone

-

-

3199

2885

3199

1692

2619

Found in
mesopelagic
zone

-0.0035

0.0042

Dioecism

-

-

Protandry

0.0084

0.010

Protogyny

0.0064

0.0049

External

-

-

In brood pouch or
similar
structure

0.016

0.019

Internal (oviduct)

-0.0018

0.0076

0.33

0.11

0.32

0.11

0.33

0.11

0.41

0.11

0.46

0.15

0.49

0.12
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Reproductive Guild 1

Position of Mouth

Diet Trophic Level

Estuaries

Benthic

Reproductive Guild 2

2391

1268

809

Non-guarders

-

-

Guarders

-0.0021

0.0041

Bearers

-0.0070

0.0080

Terminal

-

-

Subterminal/inferior

-0.0042

0.0042

Superior

0.0056

0.0046

-

0.0018

0.0032

Does not inhabit
estuaries

-

-

3199
Inhabits estuaries

0.00098

0.0018

Not benthic

-

-

3199

1883

Benthic

0.0018

0.0034

Open
water/
substratum
egg scatterers

-

-

Brood hiders

0.0038

0.0057

Clutch tenders

0.0037

0.0060

0.56

0.12

0.57

0.14

0.57

0.20

0.59

0.11

0.59

0.11

0.71

0.13
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Swimming Type

Epipelagic

Bathypelagic

Schooling

External brooders

-0.011

0.0090

Internal live bearers

-0.0043

0.014

Nesters

-0.0043

0.0045

Movement of body
and/or caudal fin

-

-

Oscillation of
median
or
pectoral fins

0.0091

0.019

Undulation of
median
or
pectoral fins

0.0097

0.012

-

-

3199

Not found in
epipelagic
zone

3199

Found in epipelagic
zone
Not found in
bathypelagic
zone

842

3199

0.0015

0.0044

-

-

Found in
bathypelagic zone

0.0023

0.0067

Does not school

-

-

Schools

0.0014

0.0044

0.72

0.11

0.73

0.11

0.73

0.11

0.74

0.11
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Neritic

Feeding Type

Maximum Water
Temperature

Streams

Not neritic

-

-

Neritic

0.00059

0.0020

Hunting
macrofauna

-

-

Browsing on
substrate

-0.0046

0.0049

Filtering plankton

-0.0053

0.0070

3199

2448

993

Grazing on aquatic
plants

-0.0034

0.0037

Selective plankton
feeding

0.00057

0.0031

Variable

-0.0013

0.0024

-

0.000072

0.00039

Does not inhabit
streams

0.00026

0.11

0.84

0.13

0.85

0.11

0.92

0.11

-

3199
Inhabits streams

0.77

0.0026
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Table 2.4. Results of single-variable PGLS analyses when branch lengths estimated using the third codon positions (BLTHIRD) was specified as a
response variable. Traits are ordered from most significant p-value to least significant. Bolded p-values indicate significance at the 0.05 level.
Solid black line indicates the cut-off point for inclusion of traits in the multivariable regression model selection process. Pagel’s λ estimates were
1.00 for all trait analyses. Number of nodes was included as a control variable in each analysis. The adjusted R2 value for each analysis thus
represents the amount of branch length variation explained by both the trait of interest as well as the number of nodes estimated along the root-totip branch length. In addition, an ANOVA was also performed for multi-level categorical variables to obtain a p-value for the entire trait.
Categories with hyphens (-) under the Estimated Coefficient and Standard Error columns indicate the reference category for that analysis. * = traits
that remained significant at the 0.05 level after a Benjamini & Hochberg (1995) adjustment was applied to the p-values.
Trait

Sample Size of
Species (n)

Categories

Estimated
Coefficient (B)

Standard
Error

P-Value

Adjusted R2

Number of Nodes

5757

-

0.018

0.00078

< 0.0001*

0.082

Age at Maturity

331

-

-0.0084

0.0020

< 0.0001*

0.16

Longevity

663

-

-0.0011

0.00027

< 0.0001*

0.13

Maximum Body
Length

3339

-

-0.00027

0.000051

< 0.0001*

0.10

Polar

-

-

Temperate

-0.00067

0.014

Subtropical

0.011

0.014

< 0.0001*

0.088

Tropical

0.024

0.015

-

-0.00055

0.00016

0.00048*

0.08

Freshwater species

-

0.0017*

0.09

Saltwater species

-0.056

0.018

-

0.0027

0.00086

0.0019*

0.07

Environmental
Temperature

4861

Median Latitude

4763

Salinity

4480

Minimum Water
Temperature

997
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Body Shape

Maximum Water
Depth

Lakes

Coral Reefs

Swimming Type

Mangroves

4923

3028

3199

3199

842

3199

Fusiform/normal

-

-

Eel-like

0.022

0.013

Elongated

0.013

0.0043

Short and/or deep

0.0017

0.0059

-

-0.0000078

0.0000032

Does not inhabit
lakes

-

-

Inhabits lakes

-0.015

0.0069

Does not inhabit
coral reefs

-

-

Inhabits coral reefs

0.012

0.0060

Movement of body
and/or caudal fin

-

-

Oscillation of
median
or
pectoral fins

-0.0018

0.054

Undulation of
median
or
pectoral fins

0.068

0.034

Does not inhabit
mangroves

-

-

0.013*

0.07

0.015*

0.11

0.032

0.10

0.047

0.10

0.083

0.079

0.10

0.10
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Mesopelagic

Position of Mouth

Oceanic

Minimum Water
Depth

Fertilization

Inhabits mangroves

0.013

0.0078

Not found in
mesopelagic
zone

-

-

3199

1268

Found in
mesopelagic
zone

-0.020

0.012

Terminal

-

-

Subterminal/inferior

-0.013

0.012

Superior

0.02

0.013

Not oceanic

-

-

Oceanic

-0.0058

0.0046

-

-0.000012

0.0000099

External

-

-

In brood pouch or
similar
structure

0.059

0.055

Internal (oviduct)

0.0036

0.022

3199

2885

2619

0.10

0.10

0.14

0.10

0.21

0.10

0.22

0.11

0.24

0.11
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Reproductive Guild 2

Estuaries

Bathypelagic

Parental Care

1883

Open
water/
substratum
egg scatterers

-

-

Brood hiders

0.036

0.017

Clutch tenders

0.012

0.018

External brooders

-0.021

0.026

Internal live bearers

-0.0047

0.040

Nesters

-0.0053

0.013

Does not inhabit
estuaries

-

-

3199

3199

1048

0.30

0.13

0.40
Inhabits estuaries

0.0044

0.0051

Not found in
bathypelagic
zone

-

-

Found in
bathypelagic zone

-0.016

0.019

None

-

-

Biparental

-0.0056

0.032

Maternal

0.027

0.038

0.40

0.10

0.58

0.10
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Diet Trophic Level

Streams

Epipelagic

Benthic

Schooling

Reproductive Mode

Feeding Type

809

3199

3199

Paternal

0.00087

0.021

-

0.0042

0.0092

Does not inhabit
streams

-

-

Inhabits streams

0.0031

0.0074

Not found in
epipelagic
zone

-

-

Found in epipelagic
zone

-0.0037

0.012

Not benthic

-

-

Benthic

0.0025

0.0096

Does not school

-

-

Schools

0.010

0.012

Dioecism

-

-

Protandry

-0.0078

0.029

Protogyny

0.0031

0.017

Hunting
macrofauna

-

-

3199

3199

1692

2448
Browsing on
substrate

-0.0083

0.014

0.65

0.13

0.68

0.10

0.76

0.10

0.79

0.10

0.84

0.10

0.89

0.12

0.89

0.11
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Reproductive Guild 1

Neritic

Maximum Water
Temperature

2391

Filtering plankton

-0.011

0.020

Grazing on aquatic
plants

-0.0098

0.010

Selective plankton
feeding

-0.0032

0.0088

Variable

0.0036

0.0067

Non-guarders

-

-

Guarders

-0.0027

0.012

Bearers

-0.014

0.023

Not neritic

-

-

Neritic

0.00046

0.0058

-

0.0000085

0.0011

3199

993

0.90

0.11

0.94

0.10

0.99

0.06
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Table 2.5. Results of multivariable PGLS analyses (n = 1496) when branch lengths estimated all three codon positions (BLWHOLE) and branch
lengths estimated using only third codon positions (BLTHIRD) were specified as response variables. The adjusted R2 values were 0.16 for BLWHOLE
and 0.13 for BLTHIRD, and the maximum likelihood estimations of Pagel’s λ were both 1.00. Bolded p-values indicate significance at the 0.05 level.
Note: Number of nodes was included as a control variable in the analyses.
BLWHOLE

BLTHIRD

Trait

Estimated
Coefficient (B)

Standard Error

P-Value

Estimated
Coefficient (B)

Standard Error

P-Value

Number of Nodes

0.0088

0.00054

< 0.0001

0.021

0.0015

< 0.0001

Maximum Body Length

-0.000071

0.000026

0.0060

-0.00020

0.000073

0.0063

Maximum Water Depth

-0.0000045

0.0000024

0.054

-0.000019

0.0000067

0.0057

Median Latitude

-0.00018

0.00012

0.13

-0.00045

0.00033

0.18
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Table 2.6. Results of multivariable PGLS analyses on a subset of data (n = 175) all three codon positions (BLWHOLE) and branch lengths estimated
using only third codon positions (BLTHIRD) were specified as response variables and age at maturity was included as a term. The adjusted R2 values
were 0.34 for BLWHOLE and 0.15 for BLTHIRD, and the maximum likelihood estimations of Pagel’s λ were both 1.00. Bolded p-values indicate
significance at the 0.05 level. Note: Number of nodes was included as a control variable in the analyses.

BLWHOLE

BLTHIRD

Trait

Estimated
Coefficient (B)

Standard Error

P-Value

Estimated
Coefficient (B)

Standard Error

P-Value

Number of Nodes

0.0092

0.0010

< 0.0001

0.015

0.0033

< 0.0001

Age at Maturity

-0.0034

0.0010

0.0012

-0.0095

0.0029

0.0015

Maximum Water Depth

0.000010

0.0000086

0.24

0.000017

0.000024

0.50

Median Latitude

-0.00025

0.00032

0.43

-0.00045

0.00090

0.62

Maximum Body Length

-0.000049

0.000074

0.51

-0.000024

0.00021

0.91
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DNA barcode data quality control.

Match trait data with COI sequence data.

Find a typical sequence for each BIN.

Multiple sequence alignment quality control.

Phylogenetic regression.

Figure 2.1. Visualization of the major five components of the R programming pipeline. The components work in a sequential manner and may be
adapted by users to analyze additional DNA barcode sequence data (i.e. from organisms other than ray-finned fishes).
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1) Sequences have low
N/gap content

2) Sequences are
between 640-1000 bp

3) BINs have species
information

4) BIN conflicts resolved

5) One BIN per
species

Figure 2.2. The number of BINs removed at each major filtering step. The filters include 1) removing sequences with high N or gap content
(greater than 1%), 2) removing sequences longer than 1000 bp and shorter than 640 bp, 3) ensuring that each BIN has at least one sequence with
species-level information, 4) resolving BIN taxonomy conflicts, and 5) ensuring that there was only one BIN per species (i.e. in cases where more
than one BIN shared the same species name, the BIN with the highest sample size was retained).
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Figure 2.3. Distribution of estimated BLWHOLE using a constrained ML tree. The median branch length is 1.15 (represented by the solid red line),
and values range from 0.37 – 1.82. The range within which 95% of the values fall is 0.88 – 1.43 (represented by the dotted red lines).
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Figure 2.4. The effect of number of nodes on BLWHOLE (p-value < 0.0001, R2 = 0.096, λ = 1.00). Branch lengths were obtained from the
constrained ML tree and estimated using all three codon positions. The natural log (ln) of the number of nodes were taken to improve visualization
of the relationship. Data depicted are uncorrected for phylogeny.
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a)

b)

Figure 2.5. The effects of age at maturity on a) BLWHOLE (p-value < 0.0001, R2 = 0.25, λ = 1.00) and b)
BLTHIRD (p-value < 0.0001, R2 = 0.16, λ = 1.00). Branch lengths were estimated using a constrained ML
tree. The natural log (ln) of the data were taken to improve visualization of the relationship. Data depicted
are uncorrected for phylogeny.
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a)

b)

Figure 2.6. The effects of longevity on a) BLWHOLE (p-value = 0.00049, R2 = 0.19, λ = 1.00) and b)
BLTHIRD (p-value < 0.0001, R2 = 0.13, λ = 1.00). Branch lengths were estimated using a constrained ML
tree. The natural log (ln) of the longevity and BLTHIRD data were taken to improve visualization of the
relationship. Data depicted are uncorrected for phylogeny.
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a)

b)

Figure 2.7. The effects of maximum body length on a) BLWHOLE (p-value < 0.0001, R2 = 0.12, λ = 1.00)
and b) BLTHIRD (p-value < 0.0001, R2 = 0.10, λ = 1.00). Branch lengths were estimated using a
constrained ML tree. The natural log (ln) of the maximum body length and BLTHIRD data were taken to
improve visualization of the relationship. Data depicted are uncorrected for phylogeny.
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a)

b)

Figure 2.8. The effects of median of absolute values of latitude on a) BLWHOLE (p-value = 0.00042, R2 =
0.09, λ = 1.00) and b) BLTHIRD (p-value = 0.00048, R2 = 0.08, λ = 1.00). Branch lengths were estimated
using a constrained ML tree. The natural log (ln) of the BLTHIRD data were taken to improve visualization
of the relationship. Data depicted are uncorrected for phylogeny.
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a)

b)

Figure 2.9. The effects of maximum water depth on a) BLWHOLE (p-value = 0.12, R2 = 0.11, λ = 1.00) and
b) BLTHIRD (p-value = 0.015, R2 = 0.11, λ = 1.00). Branch lengths were estimated using a constrained ML
tree. The natural log (ln) of the maximum water depth and BLTHIRD data were taken to improve
visualization of the relationship. Data depicted are uncorrected for phylogeny.
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Chapter 3: General conclusions
3.1 Summary
Numerous ventures have been made to identify the most important sources of variation in
the molecular evolution rates of living organisms. However, most studies have focused on only a
single predictor variable, and those that consider a multi-parameter approach are lacking in
taxonomic scope and in the variety of traits considered. The current study fills this gap in the
literature by performing a multivariable analysis on molecular evolution rates through
application of a bioinformatics pipeline, constructed in the R programming language (R
Development Core Team, 2017). This type of analysis has never before been performed on such
a broad phylogenetic scale. As such, the employment of contemporary comparative analysis
tools (e.g. RAxML (Stamatakis, 2014)), in conjunction with R packages designed for
phylogenetic analyses (e.g. “ape” version 4.1 (Paradis et al., 2004), “caper” version 0.5.2 (Orme
et al., 2013), “phangorn” version 2.2.0 (Schliep, 2011)), was necessary to achieve such a task.
The R programming pipeline that was constructed for this purpose was successful in assembling
together data extracted from different online databases in an organized and timely manner for the
purposes of downstream regression analyses. Prior to any statistical analyses, the pipeline also
filtered out thousands of low-quality DNA barcode sequences, such as those with high N and/or
gap content or extreme sequence lengths, that would have otherwise introduced error into
subsequent multiple sequence alignments. Following the resolution of BINs (Barcode Index
Number (Ratnasingham & Hebert, 2013)) with taxonomic conflicts (e.g. BINs containing
sequences from more than one species), over 6000 BINs remained. These BINs demonstrated
adequate correspondence to species-level taxonomic assignments, thereby reducing the potential
of matching trait data to sequences that were either misidentified or that were contaminated with
DNA from other species. Finally, the pipeline successfully performed several single-variable and
multivariable analyses on DNA barcode and trait data that accounted for the statistical nonindependence of related species.
The results of the multivariable analyses provide evidence for the influence of several
ecological correlates on COI molecular evolution rates in fishes. Age at maturity exhibited the
most prominent effect on COI molecular rates, as it explained the largest proportion of variation
in branch length data and outperformed body size, environmental temperature (latitude), and
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water depth as a predictor of both substitution rate and mutation rate. Age at maturity was found
to correlate negatively with COI molecular evolution rates; this association is indicative of the
well-known generation-time effect, whereby organisms with accelerated generation times copy
their genomes at a faster rate and garner an elevated number of mutations per unit time compared
to organisms with slower generation times (Ohta 1993; Li et al., 1996). Age at maturity,
however, could not be incorporated into the multivariable regression models at larger sample
sizes due to an inadequate overlap of trait data. Longevity explained the second largest amount
of variation in the single-variable analyses, which suggests that long-lived fish species have a
slower mutation rate than species with shorter life spans. Intriguingly, age at maturity also
outperformed longevity as a predictor of branch length; this may be due to a lack of inclusion of
more long-lived species in the dataset, as a selection against mtDNA mutations is likely to
become more prominent as the life span of an organism increases (Nabholz et al., 2008). In the
larger multivariable analyses, maximum body length exhibited a significant and negative effect
on the substitution rate and mutation rate. As traits often covary in vertebrate species (Thomas et
al., 2010), it is possible that the effect of body size observed in the larger multivariable analyses
is a result of its underlying correlation with life history traits (i.e. larger fish species tend to live
longer). Regardless, previous research has identified body size as an important mtDNA correlate
in select fish groups (Qui et al., 2014). Intriguingly, the maximum water depth that a species
inhabits also exhibited a subtle negative effect on mutation rate in the larger multivariable
analysis; as temperature and latitude were non-significant in the multivariable analyses, this may
possibly stem from a reduction in UV exposure with increasing depth, as UV exposure has been
linked to a rise in mutagenic events in aquatic organisms (Hebert et al., 2002; Smith et al., 2002).
Overall, these results suggest that life history traits such as generation time and longevity may
better predict fish COI molecular evolution rates than environmental traits such as latitude,
temperature and water depth.
Although several traits exhibited significant effects on COI substitution and mutation
rates, the effect sizes for most PGLS analyses were modest. Correction for COI molecular clock
estimates in fishes, however, remains a possibility for traits such as age at maturity and
longevity, as the sample sizes of the multivariable regression analyses that incorporated these
traits were rather limited in scope. Ultimately, an analysis such as this, which considers multiple
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potential correlates in a simultaneous fashion, sheds light on those traits which are the most
important drivers of molecular evolutionary change.

3.2 R pipeline features and applications
The R programming pipeline that was designed for this study may be adapted by users to
perform a myriad of tasks related to DNA barcode and molecular rate research. Firstly, the user
may specify the group of organisms for which they wish to extract DNA barcode data. The
Barcode of Life Data (BOLD) Systems (Ratnasingham & Hebert, 2007) contains DNA barcode
data for over 179,000 animal species as of August 9th, 2017; as such, a plethora of opportunities
are available to investigate different groups of organisms of varying levels of taxonomic scale
(i.e. genus, family, order, class).
The data processing section of the pipeline (Appendix S.4.1) is composed of several
filters that are readily customisable to meet the user’s needs. For instance, the user may alter the
threshold of the N/gap content filter (i.e. greater or lower than 1%) and the range of the sequence
length filter. Alternatively, the user may wish to retain sequences with large segments of N or
gaps at their terminal ends in their dataset by commenting out the sequence trimming filter.
When resolving BIN taxonomic conflicts, a user may also alter the threshold of species-level
correspondence that is required for BINs to be removed from the dataset; for example, they may
wish to only retain those BINs containing sequences from a single species and remove those
BINs that exhibit any type of taxonomic conflict. The function ResolveBIN (Appendix S.4.6) was
also designed to allow the user to remove specific records or entire BINs from their dataset. The
function CountConflicts (Appendix S.4.6) provides the user with a count of the number of BINs
with taxonomic conflicts (i.e. BINs with more than one order, family, genus or species).
Features of the trait assignment section of the pipeline (Appendix S.4.2) may be
amended to investigate novel traits. For instance, the function GetTraitSpecificData (Appendix
S.4.6) takes the arguments for both a dataframe and the name of a trait (a column of data within
the dataframe) and returns a subset of the dataframe that contains only data pertaining to the
specified trait; this function removes species with missing values for the specified trait (i.e. NA
values) from the dataframe to accommodate subsequent statistical analysis.
GetTraitSpecificData is particularly useful for single-variable analyses. The centroid sequence
determination section (Appendix S.4.3) provides the user with a representative (“centroid”)
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sequence for each BIN. The function RefSeqTrim(Appendix S.4.6.) was designed for reference
sequence trimming and may be used to improve the quality of downstream multiple sequence
alignments; this function requires that the user provide a dataframe of sequences, a reference
sequence (typically a sequence obtained from a curated database), and a specified length for
trimming purposes. Both the centroid sequence determination section and the RefSeqTrim
function were adapted and modified from code provided by Orton et al. (https://github.com/morton/R-Scripts). The alignment quality checking section of the pipeline (Appendix S.4.4)
contains code that allows a user to flag and remove sequences that exceed a certain gap threshold
(e.g. 7 or more gaps) to improve the quality of multiple sequence alignments; this gap threshold
may be altered by users. To prepare for a multivariable analysis in the statistical analyses section
(Appendix S.4.5), code was designed to identify those traits that afford the most complete dataset
(i.e. the maximum number of species with data available for all of the specified traits). An
additional function TestPhyloSig was designed to estimate the phylogenetic signal of both
continuous and categorical (discrete) traits; this function requires that the user provide a
dataframe containing trait information and a phylogenetic tree in the “phylo” format.
TestPhyloSig calls upon the functions phylosig (estimates Pagel’s lambda (Pagel, 1999) for
continuous traits) and phylo.d (estimates the D metric (Fritz & Purvis, 2010) for discrete traits)
of the packages “phytools” version 0.6-20 (Revell, 2017) and “caper” version 0.5.2 (Orme et al.,
2013), respectively. Finally, implementation of the pgls function from the “caper” package
(Orme et al., 2013) allows the user to perform a PGLS analysis; the user must specify a
dataframe of trait information in addition to the tree to be utilized as a working phylogeny in the
analysis.
These programming tools may be used in conjunction with other sections of the pipeline
or separately for one’s own research purposes. For example, the user may only wish to perform a
quality control analysis on their DNA barcode data, or to use select functions, such as
GetTraitSpecificData, to prepare their data for different types of statistical tests. Ultimately, this
pipeline was designed in a manner to accommodate a variety of analyses and research
endeavours in the realm of bioinformatics.
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3.3 Future endeavours
The current study considered only a single group of organisms: ray-finned fishes. Fishes
were originally chosen due to the enormous breadth of data available for Actinopterygii on both
BOLD and the trait database, FishBase (Froese & Pauly, 2017). Moreover, ray-finned fishes are
the most diverse vertebrate group with approximately 30,000 living species (Friedman & Giles,
2016), and they display considerable variation in their biological and environmental traits.
However, the possibilities exist to investigate additional organismal groups, such as mammals,
birds, reptiles, or insects. Separate mechanisms may be more or less influential in different
groups of organisms, perhaps due to the inherent variation in their biology (i.e. endothermy vs.
ectothermy; short-lived vs. long-lived). Furthermore, a variety of correlates have been implicated
for each group as important drivers of molecular evolution (e.g. life span in mammals (Nabholz
et al., 2008), body size in reptiles (Bromham, 2002) and birds (Nunn & Stanley, 1998, Nabholz
et al., 2016), habitat type in water beetles (Fujisawa et al., 2015)). There are several wellmaintained trait databases for these groups, and data are publicly available to researchers. A user
may utilize the tools developed in the current study to extract and process DNA barcode
sequence data from BOLD and perform a multivariable analysis using trait data collected from
these databases. Analyses of a multivariable nature may reveal more comprehensive insight into
whether mtDNA molecular rate correlates are common across the tree of life or localized to
specific clades of organisms.
The branch length measures utilized in the current study (i.e. BLWHOLE and BLTHIRD)
provide approximate insights into the COI substitution and mutation rates of fish lineages,
respectively. A more specific method of quantifying molecular evolution rates is to examine the
rate of non-synonymous (dN) and synonymous substitutions (dS) and their ratio (dN/dS). Nonsynonymous mutations result in a change in the amino acid that is encoded, whereas
synonymous mutations have no impact upon the encoded amino acid and are effectively neutral
(Hu & Banzhaf, 2008). As such, non-synonymous mutations can have fitness consequences for
an organism and are generally more susceptible to the effects of selection compared to
synonymous mutations. However, the strength of selection changes depending on the effective
population size: purifying selection is less powerful than genetic drift in smaller populations
(Ohta, 1972; Woolfit & Bromham, 2005; Woolfit, 2009). A future multivariable study may
utilize these additional metrics to attain a more accurate picture of the relative effects of genetic
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drift vs. selection and to understand whether these mechanisms are more or less prevalent in
fishes with certain biological traits or that inhabit particular environments.
The pipeline in its current state, although amendable to different research purposes, may
be of further use to the research community in the form of an R package. This R package would
contain functions that are both currently found in the pipeline (e.g. trait data processing,
reference sequence trimming, and centroid sequence selection) in addition to novel functions that
may be either derived from the current code (e.g. removal of low-quality sequences, sequence
trimming, BIN conflict resolution, consensus sequence selection) or serve entirely new purposes
(i.e. BIN statistics, estimations of phylogenetic diversity accumulation curves). The creation of
this package may further provide users with the means to investigate molecular evolution rate
correlates as well as delve into different areas of bioinformatics and community ecology
research.

3.4 Conclusion
The explosion of DNA barcode and trait data online and the continual maintenance of
databases that harbour these types of data provide researchers with the means to investigate
correlates of molecular evolution rates on grander phylogenetic scales. Current bioinformatics
tools, such as those used to perform multiple sequence analyses or build phylogenetic trees, may
be exploited for such purposes. Programming languages such as R further facilitate the task of
assembling and processing data of different forms, whether they be of the continuous (numerical)
or categorical (factor) type. It is this synthesis of contemporary tools that provide evidence for
the influence of several ecological traits on the COI molecular evolution rate in fishes.
Furthermore, the employment of a multivariable approach, rather the typical single-variable
designs often observed in the literature, identified the specific correlations between age at
maturity, longevity, body size, and water depth with COI molecular evolution rates in fishes.
Thus, as the online availability of biological data rises and tools for comparative analyses and
data processing are further developed, those factors responsible for variation in molecular
evolution rates may become ever apparent to those striving to unveil their identity. Knowledge of
how these factors impact molecular rates may be utilized to correct for systematic biases in
molecular clock estimates and ultimately improve our understanding of important evolutionary
relationships and processes.
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Appendix
S.1 Summary of current hypotheses on molecular rate correlates
Table S.1.1. A list of the traits included in the current analysis and the reasons for their inclusion. These may include apriori hypotheses or
theories that have previously indicated the trait as an important correlate of molecular evolution in animals. If the trait was categorical and required
recoding for inclusion in a regression analysis, this was indicated in the “Recoding” column. * = Median of the absolute latitude values were used
to represent median latitude for each species in the current study.
Trait

Type

Levels (if
categorical type)

Recoding

Units (if continuous)

Median Latitude*

Continuous
(numerical)

-

-

Degrees (°)

Minimum Water Temperature

Continuous
(numerical)

-

-

Degrees Celsius (°C)

Maximum Water Temperature

Continuous
(numerical)

-

-

Degrees Celsius (°C)

Environmental Temperature

Categorical
(ordered
factor)

Polar, temperate,
subtropical, tropical

-

-

Maximum Water Depth

Continuous
(numerical)

-

-

Metres (m)

Minimum Water Depth

Continuous
(numerical)

-

-

Metres (m)

Coral Reefs

Categorical
(factor)

Does not inhabit
coral reefs, inhabits
coral reefs

0, 1

-

Reason for
inclusion

Reference(s)

Differences in
environmental
temperature (i.e.
inhabiting
different
latitudes, depths)
may impact the
mutation rate,
according to the
evolutionary
speed hypothesis.

Rhode
(1992),
Wright et al.
(2006),
Wright et al.
(2011),
Rolland et al.
(2016)
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Salinity

Categorical
(factor)

Freshwater species,
saltwater Species

0, 1

-

Benthic

Categorical
(factor)

Not benthic, benthic

0, 1

-

Estuaries

Categorical
(factor)

Does not inhabit
estuaries, inhabits
estuaries

0, 1

-

Lakes

Categorical
(factor)

Does not inhabit
lakes, inhabits lakes

0, 1

-

Mangroves

Categorical
(factor)

Does not inhabit
mangroves, inhabits
mangroves

0, 1

-

Neritic

Categorical
(factor)

Not neritic, neritic

0, 1

-

Oceanic

Categorical
(factor)

Not oceanic, oceanic

0, 1

-

Streams

Categorical
(factor)

Does not inhabit
streams, inhabits
streams

0, 1

-

Elevated salinity
levels may
increase UV
exposure levels,
or affect DNA
binding
processes, and
thereby impact
the rate of
mutation.

Favre and
Rudin
(1996),
Hebert et al.
(2002),
Colbourne et
al. (2006),
Mitterboeck
et al. (2016)

Differences in
habitat type and
dispersal ability
may impact the
effective
population size
and therefore the
rate of fixation.

Bohonak
(1999),
Charlesworth
(2009),
Mitterboeck
and
Adamowicz
(2013),
Riginos et al.
(2014),
Fujisawa et
al. (2015)
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Maximum Body Length

Body Shape

Feeding Type

Continuous
(numerical)

-

Categorical
(factor)

Short and/or deep,
fusiform/normal,
elongated, eel-like

Categorical
(factor)

Browsing on
substrate, filtering
plankton, grazing on
aquatic plants,
hunting macrofauna
(predator), selective
plankton feeding,
variable

-

-

-

Centimetres (cm)

-

-

Diet Trophic Level

Continuous
(numerical)

-

-

FishBase Scale:
Mainly plants/detritus:
2-2.19;
plants/detritus+animals:
2.2-2.79; mainly
animals: 2.8+

Position of Mouth

Categorical
(factor)

Subterminal/inferior,
superior, terminal

-

-

Species with
larger body sizes
are thought to
experience fewer
mutations per
unit time
compared to
smaller-bodied
species. Often
covaries with
other biological
traits such as
generation time,
mass-specific
metabolic rate,
etc.

Martin and
Palumbi
(1993),
Gillooly et
al., (2005),
Estabrook et
al. (2007)

A link between
diet and
diversification
rates in mammals
and birds have
been found. Fish
diets may be
related to
metabolic rate
and/or
temperature/food
availability (i.e.
more herbivorous
species found at
lower latitudes).
However, the
effect of diet on
molecular
evolution rates is
unclear.

Behrens and
Lafferty
(2007), Price
et al. (2012),
Burin et al.
(2016)
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Longevity

Continuous
(numerical)

-

-

Years

Mutations in
mitochondrial
genes are thought
to be selected
against in longlived species
(enhanced DNA
repair
mechanism),
according to the
mitochondrial
theory of aging.

Harman
(1956),
Nabholz et
al. (2008),
Hua et al.
(2015)

Species with
faster generation
times may
accumulate more
mutations per
unit time due to
an increase in
DNA replication
errors.

Li and
Tanimura
(1987), Ohta
(1993),
Mooers and
Harvey
(1994),
Thomas et
al. (2010)

Differences in
reproductive
strategies (i.e.
dispersal of
young) may lead
to differences in
the population
structure of
species. This may
have an impact
on the fixation
rate.

Bohonak
(1999),
Charlesworth
(2009),
Riginos et al.
(2014)

Age at Maturity

Continuous
(numerical)

-

-

Years

Reproductive Mode

Categorical
(factor)

Dioecism, protandry,
protogyny

-

-

Fertilization

Categorical
(factor)

External, in brood
pouch or similar
structure, internal
(oviduct)

-

-

Reproductive Guild 1

Categorical
(factor)

Bearers, guarders,
non-guarders

-

-

Reproductive Guild 2

Categorical
(factor)

Brood hiders, clutch
tenders, external
brooders, internal
live bearers, nesters,

-

-
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open
water/substratum
egg scatterers
Parental Care

Swimming Type

Categorical
(factor)

Biparental, maternal,
none, paternal

Categorical
(factor)

Movements of body
and/or caudal fin,
oscillation of median
or pectoral fins,
undulation of
median or pectoral
fins

-

-

-

-

Highperformance
species may
undergo
purifying
selection for
metabolicassociated genes.

Mitterboeck
and
Adamowicz,
2013,
Strohm et al.
(2015)
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S.2 Correlations between select traits
Table S.2.1. Results of PGLS analysis for select biological and environmental candidate traits. Bolded p-values indicate significance at the 0.05
level. * = traits that remained significant at the 0.05 level after a Benjamini & Hochberg (1995) adjustment was applied to the p-values.
Dependent
Variable

Log (Age at
Maturity)

Independent
Variable

Sample Size of
Species (n)

Estimated
Coefficient (B)

Standard
Error

P-Value

Adjusted R2

Pagel’s λ

Maximum Water
Depth

239

0.00037

0.000081

< 0.0001*

0.077

0.91

Maximum Body
Length

253

0.0049

0.00076

< 0.0001*

0.14

0.85

Median Latitude

285

0.012

0.0037

0.0045*

0.025

0.91

Age at Maturity

209

0.12

0.011

< 0.0001*

0.38

0.93

Maximum Body
Length

528

0.0075

0.00057

< 0.0001*

0.24

0.83

Maximum Water
Depth

380

0.00034

0.000076

< 0.0001*

0.050

0.86

Median Latitude

591

0.014

0.0030

< 0.0001*

0.036

0.92

Median Latitude

2855

0.0069

0.0012

< 0.0001*

0.012

0.94

Maximum Water
Depth

2090

0.0001

0.000025

< 0.0001*

0.0070

0.95

Log (Longevity)

Log (Maximum
Body Length)
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S.3 PGLS analyses at the order level
Table S.3.1. Results of single-variable PGLS analyses for the order Perciformes when branch lengths estimated using all three codon positions
(BLWHOLE) was specified as a response variable. Traits are ordered from most significant p-value to least significant. Bolded p-values indicate
significance at the 0.05 level. Solid black line indicates the cut-off point for inclusion of traits in the multivariable model selection process. Pagel’s
λ estimates were 1.00 for all trait analyses. Number of nodes was included as a control variable in each analysis. The adjusted R2 value for each
analysis thus represents the amount of branch length variation explained by both the trait of interest as well as the number of nodes estimated
along the root-to-tip branch length. In addition, an ANOVA was also performed for multi-level categorical variables to obtain a p-value for the
entire trait. Categories with hyphens (-) under the Estimated Coefficient and Standard Error columns indicate the reference category for that
analysis. * = traits that remained significant at the 0.05 level after a Benjamini & Hochberg (1995) adjustment was applied to the p-values.

Trait

Sample Size
of Species
(n)

Categories

Estimated
Coefficient (B)

Standard
Error

P-Value

Adjusted R2

Number of Nodes

872

-

0.0058

0.00079

< 0.0001*

0.057

Maximum Body
Length

669

-

-0.00012

0.000049

0.012

0.070

Longevity

144

-

-0.00053

0.00027

0.047

0.13

Fusiform / normal

-

-

Elongated

0.014

0.0067

0.090

0.056

Short and / or deep

-0.0014

0.0045

Body Shape

832

Age at Maturity

59

-

-0.0019

0.0011

0.091

0.21

Maximum Water
Temperature

102

-

-0.002

0.0012

0.10

0.12

Lakes

587

Does not inhabit
lakes

-

-

0.16

0.060
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Fertilization

Reproductive Mode

Neritic

Streams

Benthic

Median Latitude

Coral Reefs

Environmental

Inhabits lakes

-0.0012

0.0084

External

-

-

516

519

Internal (oviduct)

-0.014

0.010

Dioecism

-

-

Protogyny

-0.0022

0.010

True
hermaphroditism

0.025

0.017

Not neritic

-

-

Neritic

0.0044

0.0042

Does not inhabit
streams

-

-

Inhabits streams

0.0074

0.0074

Not benthic

-

-

Benthic

0.0051

0.0061

-

0.00011

0.00014

Does not inhabit
coral reefs

-

-

Inhabits coral reefs

0.0029

0.0038

Polar

-

-

587

587

587

796

587

814

0.19

0.079

0.26

0.078

0.30

0.058

0.32

0.058

0.40

0.058

0.43

0.056

0.44

0.058

0.51

0.055
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Temperature

Oceanic

Position of Mouth
Diet Trophic Level

Estuaries

Maximum Water
Depth

Temperate

0.019

0.014

Subtropical

0.020

0.014

Tropical

0.022

0.015

Not oceanic

-

-

Oceanic

0.0025

0.0038

Terminal

-

-

Superior

0.0052

0.0080

-

-0.0041

0.0071

Does not inhabit
estuaries

-

-

Inhabits estuaries

0.0016

0.0033

-

-0.0000027

587

0.52

0.057

0.52

0.078

0.56

0.074

0.63

0.057

0.0000058

0.64

0.069

-0.0084

0.018

0.64

0.054

309
197

587

576

Freshwater species
Salinity

714
Saltwater species

Minimum Water
Depth

546

-

-0.0000084

0.000019

0.66

0.063

Minimum Water
Temperature

101

-

-0.00043

0.0010

0.67

0.094

Nonguarders

-

-

Reproductive Guild 1

478

0.68

0.082

Guarders

-0.0030

0.0074
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Schooling

Feeding Type

Mangroves

Reproductive Guild 2

Does not school

-

-

Schools

0.0040

0.010

Hunting
macrofauna

-

-

Browsing on
substrate

-0.0047

0.012

Grazing on aquatic
plants

-0.011

0.011

Selective plankton
feeding

0.00022

0.0085

Variable

-0.0019

0.0050

Does not inhabit
mangroves

-

-

Inhabits mangroves

0.00058

0.0050

Open water /
substratum egg
scatterers

-

-

Brood hiders

-0.0024

0.0077

Clutch tenders

0.00090

0.012

Nesters

-0.0059

0.0091

587

523

587

405

0.69

0.057

0.88

0.052

0.91

0.057

0.92

0.080
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Table S.3.2. Results of a multivariable PGLS analysis for the order Perciformes. A subset of data (n = 49) was used and branch length estimated
using all three codon positions (BLWHOLE) was specified as the response variable. The adjusted R2 value was 0.23 and the maximum likelihood
estimation of Pagel’s λ was 1.00. Bolded p-values indicate significance at the 0.05 level. Note: Number of nodes was included as a control variable
in the analyses.

Trait

Estimated Coefficient (B)

Standard Error

P-Value

Number of Nodes

0.0062

0.0019

0.0023

Age at Maturity

-0.0023

0.0011

0.050

Maximum Body Length

0.00022

0.00014

0.11
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Table S.3.3. Results of single-variable PGLS analyses for the order Cypriniformes when branch lengths estimated using all three codon positions
(BLWHOLE) was specified as a response variable. Traits are ordered from most significant p-value to least significant. Bolded p-values indicate
significance at the 0.05 level. Solid black line indicates the cut-off point for inclusion of traits in the multivariable model selection process. Pagel’s
λ estimates were 1.00 for all trait analyses. Age at maturity could not be included due a lack of available data. Number of nodes was included as a
control variable in each analysis. The adjusted R2 value for each analysis thus represents the amount of branch length variation explained by both
the trait of interest as well as the number of nodes estimated along the root-to-tip branch length. In addition, an ANOVA was also performed for
multi-level categorical variables to obtain a p-value for the entire trait. Categories with hyphens (-) under the Estimated Coefficient and Standard
Error columns indicate the reference category for that analysis. * = traits that remained significant at the 0.05 level after a Benjamini & Hochberg
(1995) adjustment was applied to the p-values.

Trait

Sample Size
of Species
(n)

Categories

Estimated
Coefficient (B)

Standard
Error

P-Value

Adjusted R2

Number of Nodes

866

-

0.0048

0.00069

< 0.0001*

0.052

Median Latitude

579

-

-0.00061

0.00020

0.0023*

0.073

Minimum Water
Temperature

173

-

0.0020

0.00079

0.011*

0.091

Longevity

123

-

-0.0013

0.00056

0.022

0.15

Maximum Body
Length

339

-

-0.00011

0.000053

0.038

0.073

Temperate

-

-

Subtropical

0.0067

0.0029

0.058

0.052

Tropical

0.0080

0.0057

Open water /
substratum egg
scatterers

-

0.061

0.091

Brood hiders

0.039

Environmental
Temperature

Reproductive Guild 2

709

169

0.016
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Lakes

Streams

Body Shape

Maximum Water
Temperature

Feeding Type

Reproductive Guild 1

325

325

604

171

158

Nesters

0.0079

0.018

Does not inhabit
lakes

-

-

Inhabits lakes

-0.0038

0.0040

Does not inhabit
streams

-

-

Inhabits streams

-0.0067

0.0069

Fusiform / normal

-

-

Elongated

0.0036

0.0027

Short and / or deep

-0.0039

0.0094

-

0.00026

0.0010

Hunting
macrofauna

-

-

Browsing on
substrate

0.0016

0.020

Grazing on aquatic
plants

0.0050

0.011

Selective plankton
feeding

-0.0046

0.028

Variable

0.0056

0.0087

Nonguarders

-

-

225
Guarders

0.00028

0.014

0.33

0.070

0.33

0.070

0.57

0.051

0.79

0.059

0.97

0.049

0.98

0.043
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Table S.3.4. Results of a multivariable PGLS analysis for the order Cypriniformes. A subset of data (n = 283) was used and branch lengths
estimated using all three codon positions (BLWHOLE) was specified as the response variable. The adjusted R2 value was 0.13 and the maximum
likelihood estimation of Pagel’s λ was 1.00. Bolded p-values indicate significance at the 0.05 level. Branch length data was log transformed to
improve its distribution. Age at maturity could not be included in the model selection process due to a lack of available data. Number of nodes was
included as a control variable in the analyses.

Trait

Estimated Coefficient (B)

Standard Error

P-Value

Number of Nodes

0.011

0.0021

< 0.0001

Median Latitude

-0.0018

0.00063

0.0057

Maximum Body Length

-0.00034

0.00015

0.022
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S.4 Pipeline code
S.4.1 Section 1: Data processing
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

#
#
#
#
#

Copyright (C) 2017 Jacqueline May.
Project: MSc of Bioinformatics Thesis.
Program Description: Multivariable analysis of environmental and biological
correlates affecting fish molecular evolution rates.
Advisors: Dr. Sarah J. Adamowicz and Dr. Zeny Feng.

#
#
#
#

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

#
#
#
#

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

# There is a copy of the GNU General Public License
# along with this program in the repository where it is located.
# Or view it directly here at http://www.gnu.org/licenses/.
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Contributions & Acknowledgements #
Matt Orton (https://github.com/m-orton/R-Scripts - also licensed under GNU
GPL v3) for design/testing/contributions to the sequence filters (lines 8493, 139-152).
Dr. Robert Hanner for recommendations about how to deal with BIN data.
Adapted lines 311-313 from code shared in Stack Overflow discussion:
Author: https://stackoverflow.com/users/403310/matt-dowle.
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/13273833/merging-multiple-data-table.

#############################################################################
##### SECTION 1: DATA PROCESSING #####
# This section is primarily for quality control purposes of DNA barcode data
# obtained from the BOLD API. Filter arguments may be altered to meet the
# user's needs.
### PACKAGES REQUIRED ###
# For BOLD data:
#install.packages("bold")
library(bold)
# For data manipulation:
#install.packages("data.table")
library(data.table)
#install.packages("foreach")
library(foreach)
# Load the function(s) designed for this script:
source("ResolveBIN.R")
source("CountConflicts.R")
source("AssignLabel.R")
#############################################################################
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54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109

# Download sequences from BOLD using the function bold_seqspec() for sequence
# and specimen data. In addition, I am only selecting those columns needed
for
# downstream analysis.
# Enter your taxon name between the double apostrophes "".
dfRawSeqs <- bold_seqspec(taxon = "",
geo = "all")[, c("recordID", "bin_uri",
"order_name", "family_name",
"genus_name", "species_name",
"lat", "nucleotides",
"markercode")]
# Download outgroup species data from BOLD. These sequences may be used to
# root phylogenetic trees (depending if the taxa are an appropriate outgroup
# for the organismal group under study).
# Enter your taxon name between the double apostrophes "". Having multiple
# outgroups is more reliable.
outgroups <- c("")
dfOutgroup <- bold_seqspec(taxon = outgroups,
geo = "all")[, c("recordID", "bin_uri",
"order_name", "family_name",
"genus_name", "species_name",
"lat", "nucleotides",
"markercode")]
# Combine dfOutgroup and dfRawSeqs so that they are in one useable dataframe.
dfFiltered <- rbind(dfRawSeqs, dfOutgroup)
# Convert to datatable. Datatables have useful features for data
# manipulation.
dfFiltered <- setDT(dfFiltered)
### FILTER 1 ###
# Filters are used for quality control purposes.
# Filtering for presence of a BIN URI, a form of BIN identification.
dfFiltered <- dfFiltered[grep("[:]", bin_uri)]
# Remove "BOLD:" from the BIN URIs.
dfFiltered[, bin_uri := substr(bin_uri, 6, 13)]
### FILTER 2 ###
# Filtering for presence of a sequence.
dfFiltered <- dfFiltered[grep("[CTG]", nucleotides)]
#############################################################################
### TRAIT: INITIAL BIN SIZE ###
# Determine how many sequences are in a BIN in total prior to any sequence
# filtering (i.e. # of original raw sequences).
dfFiltered[, initial_bin_size := length(recordID), keyby = bin_uri]
#############################################################################
### FILTER 3 ###
# Filtering for COI-5P as these are the only markers we are looking at.
dfFiltered <- dfFiltered[markercode == "COI-5P"]
### FILTER 4 ###
# Trim sequences with high N and gap content at their terminal ends.
# First, make sure nucleotides are "chr" type.
dfFiltered[, nucleotides := as.character(nucleotides)]
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110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166

# Trim large portions of Ns and gaps at the start of a sequence.
# Find sequences that begin (^) with an N or a gap.
startGapN <- sapply(regmatches(dfFiltered$nucleotides, gregexpr("^[-N]",
dfFiltered$nucleotides)), length)
# Loop through all of the sequences.
startGapN <- foreach(i = 1:nrow(dfFiltered)) %do%
# If at least one sequence is found that begins with a gap or N (is flagged
# as a 1)...
if (startGapN[[i]] > 0) {
# Split the sequence up using strsplit!
# Using a regex to find sequences that begin with gaps and/or Ns.
split <- strsplit(dfFiltered$nucleotides[i], "^[-N]+")
# Take only the second half of the element (the sequence without the
# gaps/Ns at the start!).
dfFiltered$nucleotides[i] <- split[[1]][2]
}
# Trim large portions of Ns and gaps at the end of a sequence.
# Find sequences that end ($) with an N or a gap.
endGapN <- sapply(regmatches(dfFiltered$nucleotides, gregexpr("[-N]$",
dfFiltered$nucleotides)), length)
endGapN <- foreach(i = 1:nrow(dfFiltered)) %do%
if (endGapN[[i]] > 0) {
# Using a regex to find sequences that end with gaps and/or Ns.
split <- strsplit(dfFiltered$nucleotides[i], "[-N]+$")
# Take only the first half of the element (the sequence without the
# gaps/Ns at the end!).
dfFiltered$nucleotides[i] <- split[[1]][1]
}
### FILTER 5 ###
# Remove sequences with N/gap content above a certain threshold (1%).
# Determine the number of positions where an *internal* N or gap is
# found for each sequence.
internalGapN <- sapply(regmatches(dfFiltered$nucleotides, gregexpr("[-N]",
dfFiltered$nucleotides)), length)
# Iterate over each sequence and see if the number of Ns or gaps is
# greater than 1% (0.01) of the total length of the sequence.
internalGapN <- foreach(i = 1:nrow(dfFiltered)) %do%
which((internalGapN[[i]]/nchar(dfFiltered$nucleotides[i]) > 0.01))
# Identify the sequences with high N/gap content.
checkGapN <- which(internalGapN > 0)
# Remove these sequences.
dfFiltered <- dfFiltered[-checkGapN, ]
### FILTER 6 ###
# Filter out sequences that are less than 640 bp and greater than 1000 bp.
# Determine the lengths of the sequences without gaps.
seqLengths <- dfFiltered[, nchar(gsub("-", "", nucleotides))]
# Which sequences are greater than 1000 bp and less than 640 bp in length?
seqLengthCheck <- which(seqLengths > 1000 | seqLengths < 640)
# Remove these sequences.
dfFiltered <- dfFiltered[-seqLengthCheck, ]
# BIN Species Information. #
# Here, we are obtaining information on a per BIN basis to facilitate trait
# matching later on.
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### FILTER 7 ###
# Remove rows with no species information. This will remove BINs without
# any species information. BINs without species data would not match with
# any trait information down the line.
# Create a new datatable containing only sequences baring species-level
# identification. This is necessary so we can extract the BIN URIs that
# contain species-level identification and remove those without.
dfSpecies <- dfFiltered[grep("[A-Z]", species_name)]
# Now we have the URIs of BINs that contain sequences with species
# information.
speciesBins <- unique(dfSpecies$bin_uri)
# Subset out these BINs in dfFiltered.
dfResolve <- dfFiltered[dfFiltered$bin_uri %in% speciesBins]
#
#
#
#

RESOLVING TAXONOMIC CONFLICTS (MERGES).
These steps are performed to improve BIN reliability and ensure we are
matching the appropriate sequence information to the appropriate trait data
down the line.

# First, I need to replace all blanks with NA values in the taxonomy columns.
# This is to ensure that empty cells are not counted as taxa.
dfResolve[dfResolve == ""] <- NA
# Order level conflicts.
# Find the number of orders in each BIN.
dfResolve[, number_of_orders :=
length(unique(order_name[!is.na(order_name)])), keyby = bin_uri]
# Which BINs have more than 1 order assigned to them?
orderConflicts <- CountConflicts(dfResolve, "number_of_orders")
# Family level conflicts.
dfResolve[, number_of_families :=
length(unique(family_name[!is.na(family_name)])), keyby = bin_uri]
familyConflicts <- CountConflicts(dfResolve, "number_of_families")
# If there are more than 0 conflicts, you may apply the ResolveBIN function
# to remove a deviant record from a BIN. You may want to do this if there
# are a few weird records in your BIN, but the BIN seems reliable otherwise.
# For example, line 212 would remove a specific record from the
# dataframe. Uncomment this line to use it and make sure to change the
# recordID:
#dfResolve <- ResolveBIN(dfResolve, 338753, method = "recordID")
# Or you can remove an entire BIN from the dataset. You may want to do this
# if there is no clear consensus in the BIN for an order level assignment.
# For example, line 216 would remove an entire BIN from the dataframe:
#dfResolve <- ResolveBIN(dfResolve, "AAB2488", method = "bin_uri")
# Genus level conflicts.
# There are probably going to be a lot more genus and species level
# conflicts, so we will not be able to check them manually. Instead, we will
# keep only those BINs that have AT LEAST 10 records and that have 80%
# consistency for genus or species level assignment (i.e. at least 8 out of
# 10 records share the same genus or species level assignment). You can
# change these thresholds if you want to make them more or less strict.
dfResolve[, number_of_genera :=
length(unique(genus_name[!is.na(genus_name)])), keyby = bin_uri]
genusConflicts <- CountConflicts(dfResolve, "number_of_genera")
# Create a new datatable for BINs with genus level conflicts.
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dfGenusConflicts <- dfResolve[bin_uri %in% genusConflicts]
# Now we must determine the most common genus and if it has at least 80%
# consistency in sequences that DO have genus level information.
# Only looking at sequences with genus classifications.
dfGenusConflicts <- dfGenusConflicts[grep("[A-Z]", genus_name)]
# Create a new column for the number of sequences with genus level
# information per BIN.
dfGenusConflicts[, number_of_seqs := length(recordID), by = bin_uri]
# Which bins have more than 10 sequences? These are probably more reliable.
dfGenusConflicts <- dfGenusConflicts[number_of_seqs >= 10]
# A count column is created to count the number of rows per genus per BIN.
# This is necessary to calculate the percentage of sequences from each genus
# per BIN.
dfGenusConflicts[, count := .N, by = .(bin_uri, genus_name)]
# Calculate the percentage of sequences from each genus per BIN.
dfGenusConflicts[, genus_percentage := .(count / number_of_seqs)]
dfGenusConflicts[order(-count), majority_genus := genus_name[1L], by =
bin_uri]
# Reorder to take a closer look.
dfGenusConflicts <- dfGenusConflicts[, .(bin_uri, genus_name, majority_genus,
number_of_seqs, count,
genus_percentage)]
# Make a column for majority species percentage to test if it is over 80%.
# This is the percentage for the genus with the majority of entries.
dfGenusConflicts[order(-genus_percentage),
majority_genus_percentage := genus_percentage[1L],
by = bin_uri]
# Subset out those BINs that have a majority genera over 80%.
dfAcceptedGenus <- dfGenusConflicts[majority_genus_percentage > 0.80]
# Find the UNACCEPTED conflicted bins and remove them from dfResolve.
# unacceptedBins = BINs in genusConflicts which were not accepted.
unacceptedBins <- setdiff(genusConflicts, unique(dfAcceptedGenus$bin_uri))
dfResolve <- dfResolve[!dfResolve$bin_uri %in% unacceptedBins]
# # Species level conflicts.
# Repeat the same process for species as we did for genera.
dfResolve[, number_of_species :=
length(unique(species_name[!is.na(species_name)])), keyby = bin_uri]
speciesConflicts <- CountConflicts(dfResolve, "number_of_species")
dfSpeciesConflicts <- dfResolve[bin_uri %in% speciesConflicts]
dfSpeciesConflicts <- dfSpeciesConflicts[grep("[A-Z]", species_name)]
dfSpeciesConflicts[, number_of_seqs := length(recordID), by = bin_uri]
dfSpeciesConflicts <- dfSpeciesConflicts[number_of_seqs >= 10]
dfSpeciesConflicts[, count := .N, by = .(bin_uri, species_name)]
dfSpeciesConflicts[, species_percentage := .(count / number_of_seqs)]
dfSpeciesConflicts[order(-count), majority_species := species_name[1L],
by = bin_uri]
dfSpeciesConflicts <- dfSpeciesConflicts[, .(bin_uri, species_name,
majority_species,
number_of_seqs,
count, species_percentage)]
dfSpeciesConflicts[order(-species_percentage),
majority_species_percentage := species_percentage[1L],
by = bin_uri]
dfAcceptedSpecies <- dfSpeciesConflicts[majority_species_percentage > 0.80]
# Find the UNACCEPTED conflicted bins and remove them from dfResolve.
# unacceptedBins = BINs in genusConflicts which were not accepted.
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unacceptedBins <- setdiff(speciesConflicts,
unique(dfAcceptedSpecies$bin_uri))
dfResolve <- dfResolve[!dfResolve$bin_uri %in% unacceptedBins]
#############################################################################
### TRAIT: POST FILTER BIN SIZE ###
# Determine how many sequences are in a BIN in total after sequence
# filtering.
dfResolve[, filtered_bin_size := length(recordID), by = bin_uri]
#############################################################################
### SPECIES LABEL ###
# Now, we want to assign every sequence in a BIN a taxonomic label at the
# species level. This will ensure that even those sequences
# with discordant taxonomic classifications will share a common name with the
# "accepted" taxonomic assignment for their BIN.
# First, create a new datatable containing only sequences bearing taxonomic
# identification at the species level. This is necessary because NA values
# are considered when counting the number of species.
# Species label.
dfSpeciesLabel <- AssignLabel(dfResolve, "species_name", "species_label")
# Genus label.
dfGenusLabel <- AssignLabel(dfResolve, "genus_name", "genus_label")
# Family label.
dfFamilyLabel <- AssignLabel(dfResolve, "family_name", "family_label")
# Order label.
dfOrderLabel <- AssignLabel(dfResolve, "order_name", "order_label")
# MERGING DATATABLES.
# Merge datatables containing BIN species information.
dfFiltered <- Reduce(function(...) merge(..., all = T),
list(dfResolve, dfOrderLabel, dfFamilyLabel, dfGenusLabel,
dfSpeciesLabel))
# Datatable organization. Check this datatable to make sure it is accurate!
dfFiltered <- dfFiltered[, .(bin_uri, recordID, order_name, order_label,
family_name, family_label, genus_name,
genus_label, species_name, species_label,
nucleotides, filtered_bin_size, lat)]
# RESOLVING TAXONOMIC CONFLICTS (SPLITS).
# Now we will select only a single BIN per species name to resolve "splits".
# We only want the BIN names so we will filter dfFiltered to only one
# sequence for now.
dfSplits <- dfFiltered[!duplicated(bin_uri)]
dfSplits <- dfSplits[, .SD[which.max(filtered_bin_size)], keyby =
species_label]
# Now subset dfFiltered and remove the smaller SPLIT BINs.
dfFiltered <- dfFiltered[dfFiltered$bin_uri %in% dfSplits$bin_uri]

S.4.2 Section 2: Trait assignment
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This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

#
#
#
#

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

# There is a copy of the GNU General Public License
# along with this program in the repository where it is located.
# Or view it directly here at http://www.gnu.org/licenses/.
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Contributions & Acknowledgements #
Matt Orton (https://github.com/m-orton/R-Scripts also licensed under GNU
GPL v3) for contributions to the latitude trait section (lines 381-391).
Adapted lines 508-509 and 568-571 from code shared in Stack Overflow
discussion:
Author: https://stackoverflow.com/users/403310/matt-dowle.
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/13273833/merging-multiple-data-table.

#############################################################################
##### SECTION 2: TRAIT ASSIGNMENT #####
# This section is designed to assign trait data from BOLD and FishBase and
# match it to BOLD sequence data. The version here is a shortened version and
# only considers a subset of traits. Many more traits are available on
# FishBase and can be easily accessed using the package rfishbase.
### PACKAGES REQUIRED ###
# For data manipulation:
#install.packages("data.table")
library(data.table)
#install.packages("plyr")
library(plyr)
# For FishBase data:
#install.packages("rfishbase")
library(rfishbase)
# Load the function(s) designed for this script:
source("GetTraitSpecificDataBIN.R")
source("GetTraitSpecificData.R")
source("GetTraitInfo.R")
#############################################################################
### TRAIT: MEDIAN LATITUDE ###
# Currently, median latitude is the only trait whose information is taken
# from BOLD. The rest of the data will be obtained from FishBase.
# Filtering for presence of a latitude value.
dfLatitudeSpecies <- dfFiltered[grep("[0-9]", lat)]
# Convert the latitude (lat) column to number instead of character type
dfLatitudeSpecies[, lat_num := as.numeric(lat)]
# Conversion to absolute values before median latitude values are calculated.
dfLatitudeSpecies[, abs_lat_num := abs(lat_num)]
# Determine a median latitude for each BIN using absolute values.
dfLatitudeSpecies[, median_lat := median(abs_lat_num), keyby = bin_uri]
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#

While considering traits for eventual multivariable analyses, it is
necessary for them to have an adequate sample size (i.e. over x # rows of
data, depending on your purposes). In addition, they should exhibit some
amount of variation across the observations. For example, categorical
traits shouldn't have all of their data in one category.

# TRAIT: Latitude.
# Use the GetTraitSpecificDataBIN function to obtain latitude data on a per
# BIN basis.
# Note: I am also converting to datatable format in process.
dfLatitude <- setDT(GetTraitSpecificDataBIN(dfLatitudeSpecies, 16))
# Get information for the trait.
GetTraitInfo(dfLatitude, "median_lat", type = "continuous")
# Datatable reorganization for dfFiltered.
dfFiltered <- dfFiltered[, .(bin_uri, filtered_bin_size, recordID, order_name
= order_label, family_name = family_label,
genus_name = genus_label, species_name =
species_label, nucleotides)]
#############################################################################
### FISHBASE TRAITS ###
# In this section, traits from FishBase are extracted using the rfishbase
# package and matched against the information obtained from BOLD.
# Extract all of the species names that are available on FishBase.
allFish <- fishbase
# Paste Genus and Species columns together to get the species name.
allFish$fullName <- paste(allFish$Genus, allFish$Species)
fishBaseSpecies <- allFish$fullName # 33104 species names.
# Match the species labels from BOLD with the species names from FishBase.
# Make fishBaseSpecies into a dataframe first so it can be merged with
# dfFiltered.
dfFishBaseSpecies <- data.frame(fishBaseSpecies)
colnames(dfFishBaseSpecies)[1] <- "species_name"
# These are the names that match.
dfBoldBase <- merge(dfFiltered, dfFishBaseSpecies, by = "species_name")
# Extract species' name as a vector if trying to access trait information
# for first time (aka if you haven't saved trait info in your current working
# directory (CWD) yet).
speciesNames <- unique(dfBoldBase$species_name)
speciesNames <- as.character(speciesNames)
### TRAIT ASSIGNMENT AND RECODING SECTION ###
# Note: Only some traits are shown here as examples.
### SPECIES TRAITS ###
dfSpecies <- data.frame(species(speciesNames)) # Could take a while.
# Storing this as a file in CWD.
write.csv(dfSpecies, file = "species_data.csv")
# Read it back in as a datatable.
dfSpecies <- fread("species_data.csv")
# Datatable reorganization and renaming. Renaming column names to keep
# variable syntax consistent throughout the pipeline. Here, I am only
# extracting the trait data I am interested in from this datatable:
# longevity, body length, and salinity.
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dfSpeciesTraits <- dfSpecies[, .(species_name = sciname, longevity =
LongevityWild, max_length = Length,
type_length = LTypeMaxM, freshwater = Fresh,
saltwater = Saltwater, brackish = Brack)]
# Use the GetTraitSpecificData function to obtain trait data on a per species
# basis. This function will also remove species that have no data available
# for the trait of interest.
# TRAIT: Longevity.
# Get the trait specific datatable.
dfLongWild <- setDT(GetTraitSpecificData(dfSpeciesTraits, 2))
# Get the trait information.
GetTraitInfo(dfLongWild, "longevity", type = "continuous")
# TRAIT: Maximum length.
# We only want total length measurements for this trait.
dfMaxLength <- dfSpeciesTraits[type_length == "TL"]
# TEST 1: Does the trait have an adequate sample size?
dfMaxLength <- setDT(GetTraitSpecificData(dfMaxLength, 3))
# Get the trait information.
GetTraitInfo(dfMaxLength, "max_length", type = "continuous")
# TRAIT: Salinity.
# I have to do some recoding for this trait. I only want purely saltwater,
# freshwater and brackish species. This will simplify comparison.
# Subset the salinity data.
dfSalinity <- dfSpeciesTraits[, .(species_name, saltwater, freshwater,
brackish)]
# Which columns are integers?
integerVars <- dfSalinity[, sapply(.SD, is.integer)]
integerVars <- which(integerVars == "TRUE")
# Recode the variables (from "-1" to "1"...more intuitive).
dfSalinity[, (integerVars) := lapply(.SD, function(x)
as.numeric(revalue(as.character(x), c("-1" = "1")))), .SDcols =
integerVars]
# I want to only look at purely saltwater, brackish, or freshwater species.
# So, remove species that inhabit more than 1 water type.
# Count number of water types by summing the rows.
dfSalinity[, num_salinity_types := rowSums(.SD), .SDcols = integerVars]
# Only keep species with one water type.
dfSalinity <- dfSalinity[num_salinity_types == 1]
# Now let's combine them into one "Salinity" variable.
dfSalinity <- as.data.frame(dfSalinity)
dfSalinity$salinity <- colnames(dfSalinity[2:4])[max.col(dfSalinity[2:4])]
# Get trait specific datatable.
dfSalinity <- setDT(GetTraitSpecificData(dfSalinity, 6))
# Convert to factor type.
dfSalinity[, salinity := as.factor(salinity)]
# Get the trait information.
GetTraitInfo(dfSalinity, "salinity", type = "discrete")
# To remove a rare variable (e.g. brackish), you can use the following lines.
#dfSalinity <- dfSalinity[!salinity == "brackish"]
# Make sure to also drop the level from the factor.
#dfSalinity[, salinity := droplevels(salinity)]
# Finally, prepare the dfSpeciesGenMV datatable by merging all single
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# variable datatables. This datatable will be used for the eventual
# multivariable analysis.
# Merging multiple datatables at once.
dfSpeciesGenMV <- Reduce(function(...) merge(..., all = T),
list(dfLongWild, dfMaxLength, dfSalinity))
### ECOLOGY TRAITS ###
dfEcology <- data.frame(ecology(speciesNames))
write.csv(dfEcology, file = "ecology_data.csv")
dfEcology <- fread("ecology_data.csv")
# Note: There is only one row per species in dfEcology.
dfEcologyTraits <- dfEcology[, .(species_name = sciname, lakes = Lakes)]
# Recode as factor.
dfEcologyTraits[, lakes := as.factor(lakes)]
# Recode the variables (from "-1" to "1").
dfEcologyTraits[, lakes := revalue(lakes, c("-1" = "1"))]
# Binary trait(s).
# TRAIT: Lakes.
# Get the trait specific datatable.
dfLakes <- setDT(GetTraitSpecificData(dfEcologyTraits, 2))
# Get trait information.
GetTraitInfo(dfLakes, "lakes", type = "discrete")
### REPRODUCTION TRAIT(S) ###
dfReproduction <- data.frame(reproduction(speciesNames))
write.csv(dfReproduction, file = "reproduction_data.csv")
# Read in the reproduction information.
dfReproduction <- fread("reproduction_data.csv")
# Datatable reorganization and renaming. Renaming column names to keep
# variable syntax consistent throughout the pipeline.
dfReproTraits <- dfReproduction[, .(species_name = sciname, parental_care =
ParentalCare)]
# Unlikely to vary within species.
dfReproTraits <- dfReproTraits[!duplicated(species_name)]
# Multi-level trait.
# TRAIT: Parental Care.
# Get the trait specific datatable.
dfParentalCare <- setDT(GetTraitSpecificData(dfReproTraits, 2))
# Convert to factor.
dfParentalCare[, parental_care := as.factor(parental_care)]
# Get trait information.
GetTraitInfo(dfParentalCare, "parental_care", type = "discrete")
# Construction of dfTraits datatable.
# This table will contain all of the potential traits for multivariable
# analysis. NA/NULL/blank for those species that don't have info for that
# particular trait.
# Let's merge the trait information back to dfFiltered.
# Note: I only want a single row per BIN from dfFiltered for this merging
# process (i.e. I just want information for the BIN URI, species name, and
# size of the bin).
dfFilteredSingle <- dfFiltered[!duplicated(bin_uri)]
# Let's take the columns we need to construct the dfTraits datatable.
dfFilteredSingle <- dfFilteredSingle[, .(bin_uri, species_name,
filtered_bin_size)]
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# Now merge to all of the single variable trait datatables.
dfTraits <- merge(dfFilteredSingle, dfLatitude, all = T, by = "bin_uri")
# Set the keys for datatable merging.
setkey(dfTraits, species_name)
setkey(dfLakes, species_name)
setkey(dfParentalCare, species_name)
dfTraits <- Reduce(function(...) merge(..., all = T), list(dfTraits,
dfSpeciesGenMV,
dfLakes,
dfParentalCare))
# Dataframe reorganization.
dfTraits <- dfTraits[, c(1:3, 6:11)]
setnames(dfTraits, "filtered_bin_size.x", "filtered_bin_size")
# Remove species that don't have ANY trait information available.
dfMissing <- dfTraits[apply(dfTraits[, c(4:9)], 1, function(x)
all(is.na(x)))]
dfTraits <- dfTraits[!dfTraits$bin_uri %in% dfMissing$bin_uri]
# Merge back to dfFiltered to obtain all of the sequence information for
# each BIN. This is for creation of the master phylogeny.
dfPreCentroid <- merge(dfFiltered, dfTraits, by = "bin_uri")
# Dataframe reorganization and renaming.
setnames(dfPreCentroid, c("species_name.x", "filtered_bin_size.x"),
c("species_name", "filtered_bin_size"))
dfPreCentroid <- dfPreCentroid[, c(1:8)]

S.4.3 Section 3: Centroid sequence determination
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# Copyright (C) 2017 Jacqueline May.
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# This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
# the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
# (at your option) any later version.
#
#
#
#

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

# There is a copy of the GNU General Public License
# along with this program in the repository where it is located.
# Or view it directly here at http://www.gnu.org/licenses/
# Contributions & Acknowledgements #
# Centroid sequence selection (lines 634-685) designed by Matt Orton
# (https://github.com/m-orton/R-Scripts, also licensed under GNU GPL v3).
#############################################################################
##### SECTION 3: CENTROID SEQUENCE DETERMINATION #####
# This section is designed to select a centroid sequence for each BIN.
# A centroid sequence is the sequence in a BIN with minimum average pairwise
# distance to all other sequences in the BIN. It will serve as a
# representative sequence for the BIN/species.
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### PACKAGES REQUIRED ###
# For data manipulation:
#install.packages("data.table")
library(data.table)
# For multiple sequence alignments:
#install.packages("ape")
library(ape)
#source("https://bioconductor.org/biocLite.R")
#biocLite("Biostrings")
library(Biostrings)
#biocLite("muscle")
library(muscle)
# Load the function(s) designed for this script:
source("RefSeqTrim.R")
#############################################################################
# Subset dataframe to find BINs with more than one sequence.
largeBins <- dfPreCentroid[filtered_bin_size > 1]
# If there is at least one BIN with more than one sequence...
if (nrow(largeBins) > 0) {
# Remove gaps from the sequences.
dfPreCentroid[, nucleotides := gsub("-", "", nucleotides)]
# Subset out the BINs with more than 1 sequence.
dfCentroidSeqs <- dfPreCentroid[bin_uri %in% largeBins$bin_uri]
# How many unique BINs are in dfCentroidSeqs?
binNumberCentroid <- length(unique(dfCentroidSeqs$bin_uri))
# We also have to create another separate dataframe with BINs that only
# have one sequence, called dfSingletons.
dfSingletons <- dfPreCentroid[!bin_uri %in% largeBins$bin_uri]
# We then take the dfCentroidSeqs sequences and group them by BIN.
largeBinList <- lapply(unique(dfCentroidSeqs$bin_uri), function(x)
dfCentroidSeqs[dfCentroidSeqs$bin_uri == x, ])
# Extract the recordID from each BIN.
largeBinRecordId <- lapply(largeBinList, function(x) (x$recordID))
# Convert all the sequences in largeBinList to DNAStringSet format for
# the multiple sequence alignment.
DNAStringSet1 <- lapply(largeBinList, function(x)
DNAStringSet(x$nucleotides))
# Name DNAStringSet1 using the recordIDs.
for (i in seq(from = 1, to = binNumberCentroid, by = 1)) {
names(DNAStringSet1[[i]]) <- largeBinRecordId[[i]]
}
# Align the sequences in each BIN using MUSCLE.
alignment1 <- lapply(DNAStringSet1, function(x) muscle::muscle(x, diags =
TRUE, gapopen = -3000))
# Convert each BIN alignment to DNAbin format.
dnaBINCentroid <- lapply(alignment1, function(x) as.DNAbin(x))
# Estimates the genetic distance between sequences in each BIN with the
# TN93 model.
geneticDistanceCentroid <- lapply(dnaBINCentroid, function(x)
dist.dna(x, model = "TN93", as.matrix =
TRUE, pairwise.deletion = TRUE))
# Find the centroid sequence using the genetic distance matrix.
# It is the sequence in a BIN with minimum average pairwise distance to all
# other sequences in the BIN.
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centroidSeqs <- sapply(geneticDistanceCentroid, function(x)
which.min(rowSums(x)))
centroidSeqs <- names(centroidSeqs)
centroidSeqs <- as.numeric(centroidSeqs)
# Subset dfCentroidSeqs by the recordIDs of the centroid sequences.
dfCentroidSeqs <- dfCentroidSeqs[dfCentroidSeqs$recordID %in% centroidSeqs]
# Combine the singletons and centroid sequences into a new dataframe.
# Now each BIN has a representative sequence.
dfCentroidSeqs <- rbind(dfCentroidSeqs, dfSingletons)
} else {
# Centroid sequence selection not required if all BINs are singletons.
dfCentroidSeqs <- dfPreCentroid
}
#############################################################################
###
# REFERENCE SEQUENCE TRIMMING #
# Trim the centroid sequences according to a standardized reference sequence.
# Currently, a standard length (658 bp) COI-5P sequence from Perca flavescens
# (yellow perch) is being used to trim Actinopterygii barcode sequences.
# Use the RefSeqTrim function to trim nucleotide sequences in a dataframe
# according to a given reference sequence.
dfCheckCentroidSeqs <- RefSeqTrim(dfCentroidSeqs)
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# https://stackoverflow.com/questions/7069076/split-column-at-delimiter-indata-frame.
#############################################################################
##### SECTION 4: ALIGNMENT QUALITY CHECKING #####
# This section performs alignment quality control checking by removing
# extremely gappy sequences, outliers, and BINs that have neighbours in a
# different taxonomic group (i.e. they may be contaminated or may have been
# misidentified).
### PACKAGES REQUIRED ###
# For data manipulation:
#install.packages("data.table")
library(data.table)
#install.packages("foreach")
library(foreach)
#install.packages("reshape")
library(reshape)
# For multiple sequence alignments:
#install.packages("ape")
library(ape)
#source("https://bioconductor.org/biocLite.R")
#biocLite("Biostrings")
library(Biostrings)
#biocLite("muscle")
library(muscle)
# For missing data:
#install.packages("zoo")
library(zoo)
# Load the function(s) designed for this script:
source("RefSeqTrim.R")
source("RemoveSequences.R")
#############################################################################
# Here, extremely gappy/ungappy sequences are removed. These sequences are
# assumed to contribute to misalignment of the sequences or may even be
# pseudogenes. Manual checking of the alignment is recommended.
# This will give the number of positions where an *internal* N or gap is
found
# for each sequence.
internalGaps <- sapply(regmatches(dfCheckCentroidSeqs$nucleotides,
gregexpr("[-+]", dfCheckCentroidSeqs$nucleotides)),
length)
# Mean gap length and range.
meanGap <- mean(internalGaps)
extremeHighGap <- meanGap + 7 # Upper range.
extremeLowGap <- meanGap - 7 # Lower range.
# We then loop through each sequence to see if the number of gaps deviates
# greatly from the mean.
# Which sequences exceed the range of meanGap +/- 7?
extremeSeqs <- sapply(internalGaps, function(x) which(x > extremeHighGap | x
< extremeLowGap))
# The "deviant" sequences will be flagged with a 1.
extremeBins <- which(extremeSeqs > 0)
# Subset out these sequences to look at them if desired.
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dfExtreme <- dfCheckCentroidSeqs[extremeBins, ]
# Make sure outgroups are not removed.
goodBins <- which(dfExtreme$family_name == "")
if (length(goodBins) > 1) {
dfExtreme <- dfExtreme[-goodBins, ]
}
# Remove the gappy sequences from dfCentroidSeqs as we will be retrimming
# these sequences again once troublesome cases are removed.
dfCentroidSeqs <- RemoveSequences(dfCentroidSeqs, dfExtreme$bin_uri)
### OUTLIER CHECK ###
# Remove centroid sequences whose genetic distances to all other sequences
# fall outside the typical range of genetic divergence for this group of
# organisms.
# Convert the sequences to DNAbin format so we can build a distance matrix.
dnaBinNN <- DNAStringSet(dfCheckCentroidSeqs$nucleotides)
names(dnaBinNN) <- dfCheckCentroidSeqs$bin_uri
dnaBinNN <- as.DNAbin(dnaBinNN)
# Then, we perform genetic distance determination with the TN93 model.
geneticDistanceCentroid <- dist.dna(dnaBinNN, model = "TN93", as.matrix =
TRUE, pairwise.deletion = TRUE)
# Using the IQR to detect outliers.
lowerQuantile <- quantile(geneticDistanceCentroid)[2]
upperQuantile <- quantile(geneticDistanceCentroid)[4]
iqr <- upperQuantile - lowerQuantile
upperThreshold <- (iqr * 1.5) + upperQuantile
# Remove 0 values (when a BIN is compared to itself - the diagonal values).
geneticDistanceCentroid[geneticDistanceCentroid == 0] <- NA
# Convert to dataframe format.
dfOutlierCheck <- as.data.frame(geneticDistanceCentroid)
# Identify BINs with no relatives within "typical" range of genetic
# divergence (i.e. all of their genetic distances fall outside 1.5 x IQR
# upper threshold.)
dfOutlierCheck <- dfOutlierCheck[apply(dfOutlierCheck, 1, function(x) all(x >
upperThreshold)), ]
# Take a closer look.
outliers <- row.names(dfOutlierCheck)
# If desired, remove the outliers from dfCentroidSeqs as we will be
# retrimming these sequences again once troublesome cases are removed.
dfCentroidSeqs <- RemoveSequences(dfCentroidSeqs, outliers)
### NEAREST NEIGHBOUR CHECK ###
# Remove centroid sequences whose nearest neighbours are in a different order
# or family. The nearest neighbour can be determined from the distance
# matrix. It is the sequence with minimum pairwise distance to the sequence
# in question.
# Identify the nearest neighbour of each BIN using geneticDistanceCentroid.
NearestNeighbour <- t(sapply(seq(nrow(geneticDistanceCentroid)), function(i)
{# Identify the sequence with the minimum distance in
# the row (the nearest neighbour of i).
j <- which.min(geneticDistanceCentroid[i, ])
# Assign the name of the BIN and the name of its
# nearest neighbour to a separate column.
c(paste(rownames(geneticDistanceCentroid)[i],
colnames(geneticDistanceCentroid)[j], sep = '/'),
geneticDistanceCentroid[i, j])}))
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# Convert to dataframe.
dfNearestNeighbour <- as.data.frame(NearestNeighbour, stringsAsFactors =
FALSE)
# Split the columns using the colsplit() function.
dfNearestNeighbour <- transform(dfNearestNeighbour, V1 = colsplit(V1, split =
"/", names = c('bin_uri',
'nearest_neighbour')))
# Make sure the genetic distances are numeric.
dfNearestNeighbour$V2 <- as.numeric(dfNearestNeighbour$V2)
# Now, we need to get the order and family names of the BINs and their
# nearest neighbours.
# Convert into another dataframe first (we need to do this to fully separate
# the bin_uri and nearest_neighbour columns).
df2NearestNeighbour <- dfNearestNeighbour$V1
df2NearestNeighbour$pairwise_distance <- dfNearestNeighbour$V2
# Convert to datatable since it is faster.
df2NearestNeighbour <- setDT(df2NearestNeighbour)
# Make a datatable called dfBinOrd and match the order of the bin_uris in
# this dataframe to the order of the bin_uris in dfCheckCentroidSeqs so that
# we can extract the order and family names of the BINs.
dfBinOrd <- dfCheckCentroidSeqs[match(df2NearestNeighbour$bin_uri,
dfCheckCentroidSeqs$bin_uri), ]
# Do the same for the nearest neighbour bins.
dfNeighbourOrd <dfCheckCentroidSeqs[match(df2NearestNeighbour$nearest_neighbour,
dfCheckCentroidSeqs$bin_uri), ]
# Add these columns to df2NearestNeighbour.
df2NearestNeighbour[, bin_order := dfBinOrd$order_name][, bin_family :=
dfBinOrd$family_name]
df2NearestNeighbour[, nn_order := dfNeighbourOrd$order_name][, nn_family :=
dfNeighbourOrd$family_name]
# Non-matching orders.
nonmatchOrd <- which(df2NearestNeighbour$bin_order !=
df2NearestNeighbour$nn_order)
# Look closely at the cases where the orders do not match.
dfNonmatchOrd <- df2NearestNeighbour[nonmatchOrd, ]
# Which are very close neighbours (i.e. there may be something weird going
# on)?
dfNonmatchOrd <- dfNonmatchOrd[pairwise_distance < 0.05]
# The next few lines may be used to remove the sequences, if any are found!
# (you should double check these cases on the BOLD website, too).
dfCentroidSeqs <- RemoveSequences(dfCentroidSeqs, dfNonmatchOrd$bin_uri)
# Now, let's take a look at the BINs where the nearest neighbour is in a
# different family.
nonmatchFam <- which(df2NearestNeighbour$bin_family !=
df2NearestNeighbour$nn_family)
# Which are very close neighbours?
dfNonmatchFam <- df2NearestNeighbour[nonmatchFam, ]
dfNonmatchFam <- dfNonmatchFam[pairwise_distance < 0.05]
# Again, remove non-matching BINs if desired:
dfCentroidSeqs <- RemoveSequences(dfCentroidSeqs, dfNonmatchFam$bin_uri)
#
#
#
#

Now, you can perform a more comprehensive check if desired. Do the
BINs have ANY close neighbours within a genetic distance of 0.05 that are
in a different order or family? Again, this may be indicative of something
weird going on in either the sequence data or taxonomic assignment.
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# First, subset out all close neighbour pairings that share a genetic
distance
# under 0.05 to any other sequence.
dfGeneticDistance <- as.data.frame(geneticDistanceCentroid)
closeNeighbours <- which(dfGeneticDistance < 0.05, arr.ind = TRUE)
# Take the names of the BINs and nearest neighbours and convert to dataframe.
dfCloseNeighbours <as.data.frame(row.names(dfGeneticDistance[closeNeighbours[, 1],] ))
colnames(dfCloseNeighbours)[1] <- "bins"
dfCloseNeighbours$neighbour <- colnames(dfGeneticDistance[closeNeighbours[,
2]])
# Following the same protocol as before, extract the order and family names
# of the BINs and their close neighbours.
dfBinOrd <- dfCheckCentroidSeqs[match(dfCloseNeighbours$bins,
dfCheckCentroidSeqs$bin_uri), ]
dfNeighbourOrd <- dfCheckCentroidSeqs[match(dfCloseNeighbours$neighbour,
dfCheckCentroidSeqs$bin_uri), ]
# Assign to dfCloseNeighbours.
dfCloseNeighbours <- setDT(dfCloseNeighbours)
dfCloseNeighbours[, bin_order := dfBinOrd$order_name][, bin_family :=
dfBinOrd$family_name]
dfCloseNeighbours[, nn_order := dfNeighbourOrd$order_name][, nn_family :=
dfNeighbourOrd$family_name]
# Some BINs have multiple close neighbours and were assigned extra numbers in
# the dataframe (e.g. ACFGGF, ACFGGF.1). To resolve this, use the function
# na.locf() from the "zoo" package to fill in missing data based on the data
# in the row above.
# This section seems to agree better with dataframes at the moment.
dfCloseNeighbours <- as.data.frame(dfCloseNeighbours)
# Make sure they are in the correct order in the "bins" column.
dfCloseNeighbours <- dfCloseNeighbours[order(dfCloseNeighbours$bins), ]
# Fill in the bin_order column.
dfCloseNeighbours$bin_order <- na.locf(dfCloseNeighbours$bin_order)
# Fill in the bin_family column.
dfCloseNeighbours$bin_family <- na.locf(dfCloseNeighbours$bin_family)
# Do the same for the neighbour BINs.
dfCloseNeighbours <- dfCloseNeighbours[order(dfCloseNeighbours$neighbour), ]
dfCloseNeighbours$nn_order <- na.locf(dfCloseNeighbours$nn_order)
dfCloseNeighbours$nn_family <- na.locf(dfCloseNeighbours$nn_family)
# Convert back to datatable.
dfCloseNeighbours <- setDT(dfCloseNeighbours)
# Trim the BIN URIs to remove the added numbers.
dfCloseNeighbours[, bins := substr(bins, 1, 7)]
dfCloseNeighbours[, neighbour := substr(neighbour, 1, 7)]
# Now, which orders do not match between bin_order and nn_order?
nonmatchOrd <- which(dfCloseNeighbours$bin_order !=
dfCloseNeighbours$nn_order)
dfNonmatchOrd <- dfCloseNeighbours[nonmatchOrd, ]
# Again, remove non-matching BINs if desired:
dfCentroidSeqs <- RemoveSequences(dfCentroidSeqs,
unique(dfNonmatchOrd$bin_uri))
# Which families do not match between bin_family and nn_family?
dfNonmatchFam <- dfCloseNeighbours[which(dfCloseNeighbours$bin_family !=
dfCloseNeighbours$nn_family)]
# To remove:
dfCentroidSeqs <- RemoveSequences(dfCentroidSeqs,
unique(dfNonmatchFam$bin_uri))
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### OUTGROUP CHECK ###
# Which outgroups made the cut? Remove them from dfCentroidSeqs so I can
# build a tree just using the ingroup (so that inclusion of outgroups in the
# tree building process doesn't affect the branch length estimates of the in# group).
outgroupSpecies <- unique(dfOutgroup$species_name)
dfGoodOutgroups <- dfCentroidSeqs[dfCentroidSeqs$species_name %in%
outgroupSpecies]
# Remove the outgroups from dfCentroidSeqs.
dfCentroidSeqsNO <- dfCentroidSeqs[!dfCentroidSeqs$species_name %in%
outgroupSpecies]
# Now, re-trim and align the sequences without the outgroups.
dfCentroidSeqsNO <- RefSeqTrim(dfCentroidSeqsNO)
# Once finished, make sure to check over sequences/alignment, and make sure
# they are in the correct reading frame. Make sure to save the resulting
# alignments under a different name, or save in a new directory so they are
# not replaced.
# Now re-run the alignment including outgroups (pick outgroup species that
# are well represented and that serve as an appropriate outgroup to your
# taxa).
# Enter your chosen outgroup species between the "".
goodOG <- which(dfCentroidSeqs$species_name == "")
mergeOG <- dfCentroidSeqs[goodOG, ]
# Add them back.
dfCentroidSeqsWithOG <- rbind(dfCentroidSeqsNO, mergeOG)
# Run the alignment with outgroups included.
dfCentroidSeqsWithOG <- RefSeqTrim(dfCentroidSeqsWithOG)
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# https://stackoverflow.com/questions/24016612/subset-of-data-frame-columnsto-maximize-complete-observations.
# Used as general guide for PGLS analyses (lines 172-255 and 319-358):
# Mundry, R. (2014). Statistical Issues and Assumptions of
# Phylogenetic Generalized Least Squares. In L.Z. Garamszegi (Ed.),
# Modern Phylogenetic Comparative Methods and Their Application in
# Evolutionary Biology. Online Practice Materials.
# URL: http://www.mpcm-evolution.org/practice/online-practical-materialchapter-6/chapter-6-1exercises-testing-assumptions-statistical-issuesframework-phylogenetic-generalized-least-squares
#############################################################################
##### SECTION 5: STATISTICAL ANALYSES #####
# This section is designed to perform single variable and multivariable
# analyses regression analyses while controlling for phylogeny. The main
# objective is to identify those variables that contribute most to variation
# in branch length (molecular evolution rate) in fish. Tests to detect the
# amount of phylogenetic signal in a trait are also performed.
### PACKAGES REQUIRED ###
# For data manipulation:
#install.packages("data.table")
library(data.table)
# For phylogenetic tree manipulation and analysis:
#install.packages("adephylo")
library(adephylo)
#install.packages("ape")
library(ape)
#install.packages("caper")
library(caper)
#install.packages("phytools")
library(phytools)
# For statistical analysis/graphs:
#install.packages("car")
library(car)
#install.packages("ggplot2")
library(ggplot2)
#install.packages("gtools")
library(gtools)
#install.packages("Rmisc")
library(Rmisc)
# Load the function(s) designed for this script:
source("TestPhyloSig.R")
source("PGLS.R")
source("MergeAndPGLS.R")
#############################################################################
# A phylogenetic tree containing branch length data for your species is
# required for this section.
# Read in your phylogenetic tree.
mainTree <- read.tree(file = "")
# Fixing the tip labels.
mainTree$tip.label <- gsub("_", " ", mainTree$tip.label)
# Root the tree using your chosen outgroup species.
outgroups <- c("")
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mainTree <- root(mainTree, outgroup = outgroups, resolve.root = TRUE)
# Match mainTree with data subset. This will ensure the tree has only the
# tips we need for data analysis.
mainTree <- drop.tip(phy = mainTree, tip =
mainTree$tip.label[!mainTree$tip.label %in% dfCentroidSeqs$species_name])
### TRAIT: NUMBER OF NODES.
# Let's first determine the number of nodes for each species. This will be
# used as a control variable in the multivariable regression analysis (to
# account for the node density effect).
number_of_nodes <- distRoot(mainTree, tips = "all", method = "nNodes")
# Make a dataframe of this information
dfNumberOfNodes <- data.frame(number_of_nodes)
dfNumberOfNodes$species_name <- row.names(dfNumberOfNodes)
# Merge with dfCentroidSeqsWithOG.
dfSeqsNodes <- merge(dfCentroidSeqsWithOG, dfNumberOfNodes, by =
"species_name")
### TRAIT: BRANCH LENGTHS.
# Let's calculate the sum of branch lengths now (from root to tip). These
# values will serve as our measurement of molecular evolution rate.
branch_length <- distRoot(mainTree, tips = "all", method = "patristic")
# Convert to dataframe format.
dfBranchLengths <- data.frame(branch_length)
dfBranchLengths$species_name <- names(branch_length)
# Check the distribution of the branch lengths.
hist(dfBranchLengths$branch_length, main = "", xlab = "Branch Length")
# Some more stats.
median(dfBranchLengths$branch_length)
mean(dfBranchLengths$branch_length)
range(dfBranchLengths$branch_length)
# Take a closer look at branch length outliers. Some contaminated sequences
# might have STILL gotten through, so it is best to check!
# Using the IQR to detect statistical outliers.
lowerQuantile <- quantile(dfBranchLengths$branch_length)[2]
upperQuantile <- quantile(dfBranchLengths$branch_length)[4]
iqr <- upperQuantile - lowerQuantile
upperThreshold <- (iqr * 3) + upperQuantile
lowerThreshold <- lowerQuantile - (iqr * 3)
# Extreme short branches.
exShortBranchLengths <- which(dfBranchLengths$branch_length < lowerThreshold)
# Take a closer look.
dfCheckShort <- dfBranchLengths[exShortBranchLengths, ]
dfCheckShort <- merge(dfCheckShort, dfCentroidSeqsNO, by = "species_name")
# Do the same for the extreme long branches.
exLongBranchLengths <- which(dfBranchLengths$branch_length > upperThreshold)
dfCheckLong <- dfBranchLengths[exLongBranchLengths, ]
dfCheckLong <- merge(dfCheckLong, dfCentroidSeqsNO, by = "species_name")
# BLAST these and/or remove from dataset, if desired.
# Short branch outliers.
if (nrow(dfCheckShort) > 0) {
dfBranchLengths <- dfBranchLengths[!dfBranchLengths$species_name %in%
dfCheckShort$species_name, ]
}
# Long branch outliers.
if (nrow(dfCheckLong) > 0) {
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dfBranchLengths <- dfBranchLengths[!dfBranchLengths$species_name %in%
dfCheckLong$species_name, ]
}
# Merge dfBranchLengths and dfSeqsNodes.
dfRegression <- merge(dfBranchLengths, dfSeqsNodes, by = "species_name")
# Merge back to the traits dataframe.
dfRegression <- merge(dfRegression, dfTraits, all.x = T, by = "bin_uri")
# Some reordering.
dfRegression <- dfRegression[, c(1:2, 4, 3, 10, 13:18)]
# Renaming for consistency purposes.
colnames(dfRegression)[2] <- "species_name"
colnames(dfRegression)[3] <- "filtered_bin_size"
### SINGLE VARIABLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS ###
# Running a single variable PGLS regression analysis for each trait to
# determine whether significance can be detected. If so, they will be
# included in the multivariable regression model selection process.
# First, make sure the trait data and phylo tree are in the same order.
# Make sure the order of the data matches the tree.
mainTree <- drop.tip(phy = mainTree, tip =
mainTree$tip.label[!mainTree$tip.label %in%
dfRegression$species_name])
dfRegression <- dfRegression[match(mainTree$tip.label,
dfRegression$species_name), ]
## 1. Branch length.
# As branch length is our response variable, we will only be estimating
# Pagel's lambda, which is a measure of phylogenetic signal.
# Use the TestPhyloSig function to estimate phylogenetic signal.
sigBL <- TestPhyloSig(dfRegression, "branch_length", mainTree, type =
"continuous")
## 2. Number of nodes.
# Estimate phylogenetic signal.
sigNodes <- TestPhyloSig(dfRegression, "number_of_nodes", mainTree, type =
"continuous")
# Now, make a single variable dataframe for number_of_nodes.
dfNodes <- dfRegression[, c("species_name", "branch_length",
"number_of_nodes")]
# PGLS. Does the trait have a significant effect on branch length?
# Note: Number of nodes will be included as a control variable in
# subsequent analyses due to its significant effect on branch length
# (indicative of the node density effect).
caperNodes <- PGLS(dfNodes, mainTree, branch_length ~ number_of_nodes)
## 3. Median latitude.
# Estimate phylogenetic signal.
sigLat <- TestPhyloSig(dfRegression, "median_lat", mainTree, type =
"continuous")
# Merge single variable dataframe to dfRegression to get branch length data.
dfLatitude <- merge(dfLatitude, dfRegression, by.x = "species_label", by.y =
"species_name")
dfLatitude <- dfLatitude[, .(species_name = species_label, branch_length,
number_of_nodes, median_lat = median_lat.y)]
# Dealing with ties of species_label from the merging of dataframes
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# since median_lat was determined by bin_uri and not by species name.
dfLatitude <- dfLatitude[!duplicated(species_name)]
# Perform a PGLS analysis.
caperLat <- PGLS(dfLatitude, mainTree, branch_length ~ number_of_nodes +
median_lat)
## 4. Maximum length.
# Estimate phylogenetic signal.
sigLength <- TestPhyloSig(dfRegression, "max_length", mainTree, type =
"continuous")
# Perform a PGLS analysis (while also merging to dfRegression to speed things
up).
caperLength <- MergeAndPGLS(dfMaxLength, "max_length.x", mainTree,
branch_length ~ number_of_nodes + max_length.x)
## 5. Longevity.
# Estimate phylogenetic signal.
sigLong <- TestPhyloSig(dfRegression, "longevity", mainTree, type =
"continuous")
# Perform a PGLS analysis (while also merging to dfRegression to speed things
# up).
caperLong <- MergeAndPGLS(dfLongWild, "longevity.x", mainTree, branch_length
~ number_of_nodes + longevity.x)
# Discrete traits.
## 6. Lakes.
dfLakes <- as.data.frame(dfLakes)
# Relevel the trait according to the category I want to be the reference.
dfLakes$lakes <- relevel(dfLakes$lakes, ref = "0")
# Also relevel the trait in dfRegression.
dfRegression$lakes <- relevel(dfRegression$lakes, ref = "0")
# Estimate phylogenetic signal.
sigLakes <- TestPhyloSig(dfLakes, "lakes", mainTree, type = "discrete")
# Perform a PGLS analysis (while also merging to dfRegression to speed things
# up).
caperLakes <- MergeAndPGLS(dfLakes, "lakes.x", mainTree, branch_length ~
number_of_nodes + lakes.x)
## 7. Salinity.
dfSalinity <- as.data.frame(dfSalinity)
# Relevel the trait according to the category I want to be the reference.
dfSalinity$salinity <- relevel(dfSalinity$salinity, ref = "freshwater")
# Also relevel the trait in dfRegression.
dfRegression$salinity <- relevel(dfRegression$salinity, ref = "freshwater")
# Estimate phylogenetic signal.
sigSalinity <- TestPhyloSig(dfSalinity, "salinity", mainTree, type =
"discrete")
# Perform a PGLS analysis (while also merging to dfRegression to speed things
# up).
caperSalinity <- MergeAndPGLS(dfSalinity, "salinity.x", mainTree,
branch_length ~ number_of_nodes + salinity.x)
## 8. Parental
# Merge single
dfParentalCare
dfParentalCare

Care
variable dataframe to dfRegression to get branch length data.
<- merge(dfParentalCare, dfRegression, by = "species_name")
<- dfParentalCare[, .(species_name, branch_length,
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number_of_nodes, parental_care =
parental_care.y)]
# Relevel the trait according to the category I want to be the reference.
dfParentalCare$parental_care <- relevel(dfParentalCare$parental_care,
ref = "none")
# Also relevel the trait in dfRegression.
dfRegression$parental_care <- relevel(dfRegression$parental_care, ref =
"none")
# Estimate phylogenetic signal.
# As there are several categories for this trait, I need to create a
# dataframe of dummy variables first in order to estimate the D metric (it
# only considers binary traits).
dfDummyPc <- model.matrix(~ parental_care - 1, data = dfParentalCare)
dfDummyPc <- as.data.frame(dfDummyPc)
dfDummyPc$species_name <- dfParentalCare$species_name
# Change these according to the categories in your data:
colnames(dfDummyPc)[1] <- "none"
colnames(dfDummyPc)[2] <- "biparental"
colnames(dfDummyPc)[3] <- "maternal"
colnames(dfDummyPc)[4] <- "paternal"
# Now estimate phylogenetic signal separately for each category.
sigNone <- TestPhyloSig(dfDummyPc, "none", mainTree, type = "discrete")
sigBipar <- TestPhyloSig(dfDummyPc, "biparental", mainTree, type =
"discrete")
sigMat <- TestPhyloSig(dfDummyPc, "maternal", mainTree, type = "discrete")
sigPat <- TestPhyloSig(dfDummyPc, "paternal", mainTree, type = "discrete")
# Perform a PGLS analysis.
caperParentalCare <- PGLS(dfParentalCare, mainTree, branch_length ~
number_of_nodes + parental_care)
# Since it is a multi-level factor, let's see what the p-value is for the
# entire trait by performing an ANOVA.
caperControl <- PGLS(dfParentalCare, mainTree, branch_length ~
number_of_nodes)
anova(caperControl, caperParentalCare)
### MULTIVARIABLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS ###
# First, we must find the most complete dataset that we can use for our model
# selection process. So we will remove traits with smaller sample sizes that
# don't overlap with data from other traits.
# First, get a dataframe of only those traits I am considering.
dfMultivariable <- dfRegression[, c("species_name", "branch_length",
"number_of_nodes", "median_lat",
"longevity", "max_length",
"salinity", "lakes")]
# Set to datatable.
dfMultivariable <- setDT(dfMultivariable)
# We want the most complete dataset possible given our traits.
# First, order the columns by the amount of missing data (NA values).
dfTraitsNA <- sort(dfMultivariable[, lapply(.SD, function(x) sum(is.na(x)))])
# Reorder the original dfTraits. The columns with the least amount of NA
# values will now be first.
setcolorder(dfMultivariable, names(dfTraitsNA))
# Now I want to loop through the traits, removing one column (trait) at a
# time and count the number of complete cases. This will provide us some
# information as to which traits would provide an adequate sample size for
# downstream analysis.
# First, take the number of columns in dfMultivariable.
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len <- ncol(dfMultivariable)
# Create a temporary variable to hold this number. This variable will hold
# the number of subsets to check at each iteration.
tempLen <- len
# Create a vector to hold the results of the loop.
all.cc <- NULL
# Start the loop:
for (i in 1:len) {
# Works best if you set dfMultivariable back to a dataframe.
x <- as.data.frame(dfMultivariable)
# x is the placeholder dataframe in the loop.
x <- x[, 1:tempLen]
# Determine which rows are "complete" using the "tempLen" subset of traits.
x <- complete.cases(x)
# Complete rows of data will be "TRUE".
x <- which(x == "TRUE")
# Find the number of complete cases.
x <- length(x)
# Add it to the all.cc variable that's holding all of the results of the
# loop.
all.cc[i] <- x
# Minus 1 from tempLen so we can check the next subset of traits.
tempLen <- tempLen - 1
}
# Now, decide where to cut the datatable. (i.e. pick an adequate subset of
# traits that maximize sample size).
# First, name it according to the trait columns.
names(all.cc) <- rev(colnames(dfMultivariable))
# Look at the results.
all.cc
# What seems like a good cut off point?
which(colnames(dfMultivariable) == "longevity")
dfMultivariableCut <- dfMultivariable[, 1:8]
# Finally, filter the original dfTraits datatable so only complete cases are
# kept.
dfMultivariableCut <- dfMultivariableCut[complete.cases(dfMultivariableCut)]
# Now check for data variability
# work.
# Examples:
GetTraitInfo(dfMultivariableCut,
GetTraitInfo(dfMultivariableCut,
GetTraitInfo(dfMultivariableCut,

in this subset so our tests will actually
"branch_length", type = "continuous")
"median_lat", type = "continuous")
"salinity", type = "discrete")

# Check for multicollinearity between variables using the variance inflation
# factor (vif), if desired. Multicollinearity can lead to errors in the
# estimations of our coefficients.
fit <- lm(branch_length ~ max_length + median_lat + longevity + lakes +
salinity, data = dfMultivariableCut)
vif(mod = fit)
#
#
#
#
#
#

MODEL SELECTION #
In this section we will perform manual stepwise model selection.
We will remove one trait at a time (usually the one with the highest pvalue and examine the R squared and BIC values for each model.
The model with the lowest BIC value and/or highest R squared will serve as
our best-fit model.
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# Now, let's perform a PGLS regression analysis using all of the variables.
# This is our "global" model.
global <- PGLS(dfMultivariableCut, mainTree, branch_length ~ number_of_nodes
+ median_lat + longevity + salinity + lakes + max_length)
# Check that the phylogenetic residuals are normal.
hist(global$phyres)
qqnorm(global$phyres)
qqline(global$phyres)
plot(x = fitted(global), y = global$phyres, pch = 5)
# Remove variables one at a time see if the fit of the model improves.
fit1 <- PGLS(dfMultivariableCut, mainTree, branch_length ~ number_of_nodes +
longevity + salinity + lakes + max_length)
# Compare the model to the global model using BIC.
BIC(global, fit1)
# Remove another variable.
fit2 <- PGLS(dfMultivariableCut, mainTree, branch_length ~ number_of_nodes +
longevity + salinity + max_length)
# Compare the model to the global model using BIC.
BIC(fit1, fit2)
# Remove another variable.
fit3 <- PGLS(dfMultivariableCut, mainTree, branch_length ~ number_of_nodes +
longevity + max_length)
# Compare the model to the global model using BIC.
BIC(fit2, fit3)
# Continue process until you find the model with the lowest BIC value and/or
# highest R squared value.
# GRAPHS #
# Now you can plot some of your data using ggplot.
# Plot the branch length data.
ggplot(data = dfBranchLengths, aes(log(branch_length))) +
labs(x = expression(log(BL[WHOLE])), y = "Frequency") +
geom_histogram(col="black", fill="skyblue2") +
theme(panel.background = element_rect(fill = "grey95", colour =
'royalblue4'))
# Now let's plot some of the trait data against branch length using ggplot.
# Maximum length.
# First calculate a line of best fit.
# Log transforming the length data to improve visualization of the data.
lm(dfRegression$branch_length ~ log(dfRegression$max_length))
# Scatterplot.
ggplot(dfRegression, aes(x = log(max_length), y = branch_length)) +
geom_point(size = 2, shape = 19) +
geom_abline(intercept = 0.416729, slope = -0.004051, size = 0.75,
color = "red") + labs(x = "Log(Maximum length) (cm)", y =
expression(BL[WHOLE])) +
theme(panel.background = element_rect(fill = "grey95", colour =
'royalblue4'))
# Median latitude.
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# First calculate a line of best fit.
lm(dfRegression$branch_length ~ dfRegression$median_lat)
# Scatterplot.
ggplot(dfRegression, aes(x = median_lat, y = branch_length)) +
geom_point(size = 2, shape = 19) +
geom_abline(intercept = 0.4049763, slope = -0.0001124, size = 0.75,
color = "red") + labs(x = "Median latitude", y = expression(BL[WHOLE]))
+ theme(panel.background = element_rect(fill = "grey95", colour =
'royalblue4'))

S.4.6 Example functions
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#
#
#
#
#

Copyright (C) 2017 Jacqueline May.
Project: MSc of Bioinformatics Thesis.
Program Description: Multivariable analysis of environmental and biological
correlates affecting fish molecular evolution rates.
Advisors: Dr. Sarah J. Adamowicz and Dr. Zeny Feng.

#
#
#
#

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.

#
#
#
#

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.

# There is a copy of the GNU General Public License
# along with this program in the repository where it is located.
# Or view it directly here at http://www.gnu.org/licenses/.
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ResolveBIN <- function(x, y, method = c("bin_uri", "recordID")){
# Purpose: Resolves BINs with taxonomic conflicts by either removing
#
records or the BIN itself from a dataframe.
# x = Dataframe to apply function to.
# y = Either the BIN or recordID to be removed.
# method = Specify whether the item to be removed is a BIN or a recordID.
# Is it a BIN or record?
method <- match.arg(method)
# If it's a BIN...
if(method == "bin_uri") {
# Identify the indices.
rmThisBIN <- which(x$bin_uri == y)
# Remove from the dataframe.
resolved <- x[-rmThisBIN, ]
} else if(method == "recordID") {
# Identify the indices.
rmThisRecord <- which(x$recordID == y)
# Remove from the dataframe.
resolved <- x[-rmThisRecord, ]
}
# Return the resolved dataframe.
return(resolved)
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}

CountConflicts
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CountConflicts <- function(x, y) {
# Purpose: Counts how many BIN conflicts there for a given taxonomic level
#
and returns a vector of the BIN names.
# x = Dataframe or datatable to apply function to.
# y = Name of column of interest (the column that contains counts of order/
#
family/genus/species per BIN).
# Which BINs have a value greater than 1/
conflicts <- which(x[, get(y)] > 1)
# Subset these BINs.
conflicts <- x[conflicts, ]
# We only want unique BIN URIs.
conflicts <- unique(conflicts$bin_uri)
# How many are there?
num_conflicts <- length(conflicts)
# Let the user know!
print(paste0("There are ", num_conflicts, " BIN conflicts!"))
# Return a vector of the names of conflicted BINs.
return(conflicts)
}

GetTraitSpecificData
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GetTraitSpecificData <- function(x, y) {
# Purpose: Filters a dataframe for presence of trait data. This function is
#
for the single variable analyses section.
# Filters a dataframe for only those data related to a specified trait.
# x = Dataframe of species and trait information.
# y = Trait (column) name of interest.
# Convert to dataframe format.
x <- as.data.frame(x)
# Find the rows without data for the specified trait.
noY <- is.na(x[, y])
noY <- which(noY == "TRUE")
# Construct the single variable trait dataframe.
# If there are rows without data for the trait...
if (length(noY) > 0) {
# Remove the species without data for the trait from the dataframe.
z <- x[-noY, ]
# Reorganize the datatable.
# 1 = species_name
z <- z[c(1, y)]
# Remove duplicate entries.
z <- z[!duplicated(z$species_name), ]
# If all rows have data for column...
} else {
# If no entries need to be removed, just rename and reorganize x.
# 1 = species_name
z <- x[c(1, y)]
# Remove duplicate entries.
z <- z[!duplicated(z$species_name), ]
}
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# Return the filtered dataframe.
return(z)
}

RefSeqTrim
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RefSeqTrim <- function(x) {
# Purpose: Trims nucleotide sequences in a dataframe according to a given
#
reference sequence.
# Acknowlegements: This function adapted from code provided by Matt Orton
#
(https://github.com/m-orton/R-Scripts)- also licensed
#
under GNU GPL v3.
# x = Dataframe containing sequence information.
# Insert your reference sequence here! Between the "".
dfRefSeqs <- data.frame(taxa = c(""), nucleotides = c(""))
colnames(dfRefSeqs)[2] <- "nucleotides"
# Convert to datatable for some data manipulation.
dfRefSeqs <- setDT(dfRefSeqs)
dfRefSeqs[, nucleotides := as.character(nucleotides)]
# Symmetrical trimming of the references to a standard 620 bp.
# The user can alter this if desired.
dfRefSeqs[, nucleotides := substr(nucleotides, 20, nchar(nucleotides) 19)]
# Check sequence length.
dfRefSeqs[, seq_length := nchar(nucleotides)]
# We must ensure that the sequences are of the chr type.
alignmentSeqs <- as.character(x$nucleotides)
# Name our sequences according to species names.
names(alignmentSeqs) <- x$species_name
alignmentRef <- as.character(dfRefSeqs$nucleotides[1])
# Name our reference sequence "REFERENCE".
names(alignmentRef) <- "REFERENCE"
# Append our sequences together.
alignmentSeqsPlusRef <- append(alignmentRef, alignmentSeqs)
# Convert all sequences in alignmentSeqsPlusRef to DNAStringSet format.
# This is the format required for the alignment.
DNAStringSet2 <- DNAStringSet(alignmentSeqsPlusRef)
rm(alignmentSeqsPlusRef)
# Run a multiple sequence alignment using MUSCLE.
alignment2 <- muscle::muscle(DNAStringSet2, diags = TRUE, gapopen = -3000)
# If you want to save the alignment as a FASTA file:
classFileNames <- foreach(i = 1:nrow(dfRefSeqs)) %do%
paste("alignmentUntrimmed", dfRefSeqs$taxa[i], ".fas", sep = "")
# Convert to DNAStringSet format.
alignmentUntrimmed <- DNAStringSet(alignment2)
writeXStringSet(alignmentUntrimmed, file = classFileNames[[1]],
format = "fasta")
# For trimming of the sequences, we have to determine where in the
# alignment the reference sequence is and determine its start and stop
# positions relative to the other sequences. We can then use these
# positions to trim the rest of the sequences in the alignment.
refSeqPos <- which(alignment2@unmasked@ranges@NAMES == "REFERENCE")
refSeqPos <- alignment2@unmasked[refSeqPos]
# Find the start position of the reference sequence.
refSeqPosStart <- regexpr("[ACTG]", refSeqPos)
refSeqPosStart <- as.numeric(refSeqPosStart)
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# Find last nucleotide position of the reference sequence.
refSeqPosEnd <- nchar(dfRefSeqs$nucleotides[1]) + refSeqPosStart
refSeqPosEnd <- as.numeric(refSeqPosEnd)
# Take a substring of the alignment by using these positions to "trim" the
# alignment.
alignment2Trimmed <- substr(alignment2, refSeqPosStart, refSeqPosEnd)
# Again, convert to DNAStringSet format.
DNAStringSet3 <- DNAStringSet(alignment2Trimmed)
# Checking alignment.
classFileNames <- foreach(i = 1:nrow(dfRefSeqs)) %do%
paste("alignmentTrimmed", dfRefSeqs$taxa[i], ".fas", sep = "")
writeXStringSet(DNAStringSet3, file = classFileNames[[1]],
format = "fasta", width = 1500)
# Remove the reference sequence.
refSeqRm <- which(DNAStringSet3@ranges@NAMES == "REFERENCE")
DNAStringSet3 <- subset(DNAStringSet3[-refSeqRm])
# Reorder dfAllSeqs according to the order of the alignment.
alignmentOrder <- DNAStringSet3@ranges@NAMES
# Order dfAllSeqs according to this.
x <- x[match(alignmentOrder, x$species_name), ]
# Replace the old sequences with the new sequences.
trimmedSeqs <- as.character(DNAStringSet3)
x$nucleotides <- trimmedSeqs
# Return a dataframe with the newly trimmed sequences.
return(x)
}

TestPhyloSig
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TestPhyloSig <- function(x, y, phylo, type = c("continuous", "discrete")){
# Purpose: Estimates phylogenetic signal of the trait given an input
#
dataframe and phylogenetic tree.
# x = Dataframe to apply function to.
# y = Trait of interest.
# phylo = Tree of class phylo. This is needed to estimate phylogenetic
#
signal.
# type = Specify whether the trait is continuous or discrete.
# Is the trait continuous or discrete?
type <- match.arg(type)
# If the trait is continuous...
if(type == "continuous") {
# Convert to dataframe format.
x <- as.data.frame(x)
# Subset the trait from the dataframe.
trait <- x[, y]
# Ensure that the order of the data matches the tree.
x <- x[match(phylo$tip.label, x$species_name), ]
# Name it according to the tips of the provided tree.
names(trait) <- phylo$tip.label
# Estimate Pagel's lambda (Pagel, 1999) using the phylosig function from
# the "phytools" package. A test of significance is also performed by
# setting test = TRUE.
sig <- phylosig(phylo, trait, method = "lambda", test = TRUE)
# If the trait is discrete...
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} else if(type == "discrete") {
# Convert to dataframe format.
x <- as.data.frame(x)
# First prune the tree so that only tips in the dataframe are present.
# This is necessary for the phylo.d function to work properly.
prunedPhylo <- drop.tip(phy = phylo,
tip =
phylo$tip.label[!phylo$tip.label%in%x$species_name])
# Make sure the dataframe matches the order of the tree's tip labels.
x <- x[match(prunedPhylo$tip.label, x$species_name), ]
# Estimate the D metric (measure of phylogenetic signal for binary
# traits)by Fritz and Purvis (2010) using the phylo.d function from the
# "caper" package.
# Temporarily rename column as "y" so that phylo.d function works (as it
# take y as literal name of column).
names(x)[names(x) == y] <- "y"
sig <- phylo.d(x, prunedPhylo, names.col = species_name, binvar = y)
}
# Return the estimate of phylogenetic signal.
return(sig)
}
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